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Princeton, Kentucky, Thu sday, June 1, 1944

ty's Quota In Yanks' Mess Hall Big Foxhole On Beachhead
War loan
ed At $322,000To
ividuals Asked
v "E" Bonds To
k Supreme Effort
Fighting Men

oi and Caldwell county
o. expected to buy
!I War Bonds during
War Loan campaign
begin Monday, Jun
:Id July 8, Dr. C. F.
County War Bond
said this week. The
.,! largest yet assignanty. The quota for
War Loan was $280,subscribed nearly
t3i for the Nation. is
!i! quota announced intypes of bonds, the
War Finance commit,sued a request that
can, purchase "E
the greatest percentised must be in that
S. A. Phillips, Louisman of the Kentucky
;ce Committee, inform'well counf5 commit-

Because all parts of the Allied Anzio beach head south of Rome are
German artillery
range, these mess quarters for evacuation hospital personnel are dug wellwithin
into the ground. (AP
Wirephoto).

County Sportsmen Promised Camp Site
On TVA Kentucky Lake Next Year

Sites along the shore of
substantial. increase
Kentucky
Lake, to be formed
. Fourth War Loan
when waters of the Tenon you and the peonessee River are impounded
ar county did such a
Our men and women
by t..e new TVA Kentucky
'Ned Forces ire makDam, at Gilbertsville, have
Ine effort and we on
been allocated for use of
f rant can do no less."
sportsmen's clubs, Boy
Fifth War Loan will
Scouts, YMCA, Girl Scouts
he busiest season of
and other quasi public organi.,pecially for farmers,
zations of character building
,s personal solicitsnature, writes Malcolm G.
be resorted to, to a
Little, manager of properties
'<tent in the drive. A
ffort will be made to
•ry prospective bond
the city and county.
'aardt said Monday.
man hopes "we will
- Fifth War Loan quoace all previous large
First And Second
will mean that evDistrict Groups Con. have to do his part,
-shat each of us will
vene Here Tuesday
especially at this
Henry Price was chosen presi, n the invasion of Euwhich will be the war's dent if the First District Rural
cagly operation, now is Mail Carrier's Association, Hal
Hurt, vice president, and Fred
possibility."
Lawrence, Mayfield, secretarytrc,isurer, at the annual convenBible School
of the grongrivoia---here
rt Monday, July 3 Tu ay. About 50 delegates were
present.
Vacation Bible School,
Past State President Richard
Methodist, Central and B. Omer, Madisonville, and State
land Presbyterian and Secretary Harold Lambrith, Mayristian churches co-op- field, delivered addresses touchwill be held in the ing upon accomplishments of the
.!: Church starting July association in the last year.
jog July 14, it was anBillie T. Gresham, assistant
this week. Rev. Chas. postmaster here, delivered the
will serve as superin- address of welcome and response
and adult workers of was made by Mrs. Mary Culley,
churches will assist.
Stanley.
Second district mail carriers
Sals Steger spent last met jointly with the First disat Ft. Knox, where trict members and elected Frank
Steger has been trans- H. Cranor, Owensboro, president,
for special training. He and Mrs. Mary Culley, secretaryntly stationed at Camp treasurer.
Rumsey Taylor led singing and
solos were played and sung by
Margaret T. Davis, Delia Cunningham, C. A. Woodall, Joe H.
Long and N. H. Talley. Joyce
Cole, tap dancer, also performed
for the visitors.
Mr. Price was chosen delegate
6 Is Last Day
to the State convention, at Lexington July 3 and 4. He said he
New Voters To
will attend.

Price Is Honored
By Mail Carriers
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News . . . Pictures . . . Features
In Readable, Rational Balance

ation for city and coun- Nine Girls And Boys
rs will close June 6,
Camp June 12
Clerk Philip Stevens Go To
esday. New voters and ("Nine Princeton girls and boys
nging precincts may will accompany the Rev. John
ister at the clerk's of- N. Fox to Blue and Gray State
Elkton, Monday,
Park, near
nt Republican regis- June 12, to attend the annual
Presbyterian
leads by 14 voters. A West Kentucky
Conference,
People's
41 have registered as Young
55 as Republicans, which continues through that
s office reported this week. Mrs. R. B. Ratliff will be
one of the house mothers for
must register at the the girls' camp.
on or before June 6
to vote in the primary
Mrs. Willie Kirk has returned
unless already properly from a visit with relatives in
Shawnee, Oklahoma.

for TVA, and the Caldwell
County Sportsmen's Club
will be awarded a suitable
site next year.
Allocation of specific sites
this year is impossible, Mr.
Little advises, because experience has shown this to
be impractical 'before water
is actually impounded."There
are so many factors which
enter into selection of sites
that depend on seeing them
with the normal pool of

Kiwanians, Rotarians
To Visit Camp Campbell
The Kiwanis Club will meet
Thursday noon this week, instead of Wednesday, and immediately following luncheon,
members will go to Camp Campbell, as guests of Lieut. Col.
Roscoe W. Murray, for a tour.
of inspection. Members of the
Rotary Club have been invited
to share this privilege. The
visitors have been promised
rides in Army Jeeps and a looksee at many interesting phases
of A,rmy training at the nearby cantonment.

No Service Sunday At
First Christian Church
Neither morning or evening
service will be held at the First
Christian Church Sunday, it was
announced by Rev. C. P. Brooks,
who will be out of town for a
week.

Tobacco Planting
Greatly Delayed
Rain Needed For Corn
And Postures, County
Agent Reports
Tobacco setting is far behind
schedule in this county, corn
needs rain and mucn tobacco set
with planters is being lost because of lack of moisture, Ceunty Agent J. F. Graham said
Wednesday.
Only the small grains, wheat,
oats, and barley, do not need
rain for proper maturity. Grass
and pastures require rain badly,
he said.
A fevi local showers have
fallen during the last week but
for the most part, weather has
been hot and dry hereabouts,
Mr. Graham said. The weather
forecast for Wednesday was
cloudy, with scattered showers.
Highest temperature recorded
government
on the official
guage here so far this season
was 91 degrees, Monday, A. M.
Harville, keeper of the records,
said Wednesday morning.

water, that any selection before that level has been
reached is unsatisfactory,"
the letter states.
Mr. Little says TVA is
anxious to have sportsmen's
clubs make full use of the
lake and that the Knoxville
office and its nearer branch
at Paris, Tenn., are working
to sustain- this interest until
sites can be allocated, sometime next year.

3 States To File
Rail Fare Suit
Kentucky Joins In
Effort To Prevent Passenger Rate Increase
(By Associated Press)
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. May 31—
Tennessee, Kentucky and Alabama will file a joint suit before
a three-judge federal court protesting railroad passenger rate
increases recently granted in
the three states and North Carolina by the Interstate Commerce
Commission.
In announcing the decision
Commissioner Leon Jourolmon
of the Tennessee Railroad and
Public Utilities Commission said
he had been advised North Carolina officials would file a similar suit there.
The increase raised the intrastate rate from 1.65 to 2.2 cents
a mile, the same as the interstate rate.
Attending the meeting here
today were Commissioner Jourohnon, Assistant Attorney General Brandsen Smith of Alabama, Chairman Frank L. McCarthy of the Kentucky Railroad
Commission and Attorney General Eldon S. Dummit, Assistant Attorney General M. B. Holifield and Commission Counsel J. E. Marks, all of Kentucky,
and M. D. Miller of Washington,
counsel for the Public Utilities
Division of the Office of Price
Administration.

Rosenthals Attend Exercises
At Paducah Junior College
Dr. and Mrs. J. J. Rosenthal
went to Paducah last week,
where they attended commencembnt exercises for graduates of
Paducah Junior College. Mrs.
Rosenthal was formerly, dean of
women and registrars .at. this institution, prior to moving to
Princeton.

90 Patriots Offer
To Donate Blood
To Aid Fighters

Number 48
Testifies

Quota Filled But More
Volunteers And
Cars Are Wanted For
Henderson Trip
Approximately 90 Caldwell
county patriots have signified
their willingness to go to Henderson and give a pint of blood
each to the Red Cross Mobile
Blood Bank Friday, June 16,
Mrs. Emery Dobbins, chairman,
said Wednesday. Some of these
will be turned down because
they have had malaria recently,
it is expected, and others will be
rejected for various reasons, so
Mrs. Gerda Saure (above), exthat volunteers are still wanted. sweetheart of•Herbert Haupt, exMore cars are also needed for ecuted Nazi spy, waits outside
the trip, the chairman said.
federal court in Chicago, Ill., to
Definite arrangemets for testify for government in retrial
leaving Princeton anei where to of Hans Max Haupt, father of
report on arrival at Henderson Herbert, on charges of treason.
are being made and will be an- (AP Wirephoto).
nounced next week, Mrs. Dobbins said. The Princeton dele- FDR Signs Tax Bill;
gation must be ready to start
giving blood at 11 o'clock in the 30 Million Citizens
morning and to be all finished Need Not File Returns
by 2:45 o'clock. Deadline for of(By Associated Press)
fering blood and car is June 5.
Washington—President RodseThose who 'have volunteered
velt signed into law Tuesday the
since last week's list was pub- bill relieving 30,000,000 taxpayers
lished in The Leader include:
of any further tax computations
Mrs. Mary Louise Franklin, Mrs. and simplifying procedures for
Lola R. Wind, Charlton Gres- the 20,000,000 others. The simham, Mrs. Lois Pettit, Mrs. plification
passed
measure,
Mrs. unanimously by Congress, reCatherine
McConnell,
Charles Curry, Edna Rae Sal- peals the wartime "victory" tax,
yer, Tylean Scott, Francis Rich- and reshuffles the normal and
ardson, Annie Laura Paris, Mrs. surtax structure—while holding
Tom Jones, Myrtle Jenkins, Mrs. most individual burdens substanElizabeth Rogers, Mrs. Isaac tially where they were.
Gresham, Mrs. Geo. A. Davis,
Mrs. Glen Cartwright, Mrs.
Thomas Winters, Mrs. Cleveland
Hays, Mrs. Clifton Pruett, Mrs.
Owen Ingram, Mrs. Oscar Boyd,
Mrs. Irene Sisk, Mrs. Hughes,
Mrs. Lacy Cunningham, Mrs. J.
R. Beasley, Mr. and Mrs. HerRev. H. G. M. Hatler
bert Vickery, Mr. and Mrs. J. H.
Graham, Mrs. Margaret Pettit,
In Charge, With 25
Mrs. E. S. Denton, Mrs. Eloise
Women Assisting
Hodge,
Jacobs, Miss Virginia
Vacation Bible School started
Miss Mary Dancy Hodge, Mrs.
Ella Lee Fox, Virginia Morgan. Monday morning at First BapUrey Nichols, Hobart McGough, tist Church under direction of
H. J. Mitchell, Mrs. William Gal- the Rev. H. G. M. Hatler, assistlagher, Garnett Jones, Mrs. Rob- ed by 25 women of the church.
ert Morgan, Merle Drain, Edwin Hours are from 8:30 until 11:30
)..amb, R. S. Gregory, Philip o'clock, and classes will continue
tevena, W. 12,- Crawford, George through- June „Sto•-•.-.
Pettit, Mary Magurean.
Teachers included: Beginners,
Fredonia: Mrs. George Mil- Mrs. Dewey Brinkley, supt.,
roy, Mrs. Sarah Conway, Miss helpers, Mrs. Paul Dorroh, MilFelta McDowell.
Davis,
Groom, Terry
dred
Myrtle Lou Mitchell.
Primary, Mrs. Percy Pruett,
Princeton Native Wins
supt.; helpers: Mrs. R. G. McClelland, Mrs. L. W. BodenhamAir Service Promotion
"Meritorious achievement and er, Mrs. Hubert Thomason, Mrs.
outstanding ability" have won James Spurlock, Mrs. Hugh
for Lieut. James Urey Smith, Skees, Mrs. Johnny Deboe, Mrs.
Jr., promotion to aircraft gun- Roy Patterson, Mrs. Joe Weeks.
Juniors, Mrs. Homer Purdy,
nery officer, the War Department announced this week. Lieu- supt.; helpers, Hazel Martin,
tenant Smith is the son of the Mrs. Bernard Jones, Mrs. Frank
late James U. "Did" Smith, and Guess, Mrs. R. S. McGehee, Mrs.
a nephew of Mrs. R. D. Gas.- Ocia Gardner, Mrs. Lamon Pinrett. His mother lives at Louis- negar, Wilma Francis, Virginia
ville. He became assistant sec- McCaslin.
Intermediate: Mrs. H. G. M.
retary of the Mengel Company,
at Louisville, upon graduation Hatler, supt.; helper, Mrs. Mae
from Male High School and the Blades, Mrs. Roy Ward, Eloise
University of Louisville Law Jones.
Pastor Adviser, H. G. M. HatSchool,
ter. Pianist, Bernice Davis.

Baptist Having
Vacation School

Soldiers' Vote Act
Upheld By Court
State Service Men, Women Entitled To Absentee Ballots, Ruling

Merchants Will Ask
Higher License On
Itinerant Salesmen
RETAIL ASSOCIATION SEEKS AID OF CITY
COUNCIL IN REGULATING TEMPORARY
VENDORS HERE $300 FEE WOULD KEEP
OUT UNDESIRABLES, BELIEF

Concrete Bridge
Over Cavern Will
Be Finished Soon
Long Needed Vehicular
Span On Locust Street
Being Constructed
By City Crew
Progress was reported at Monday night's Council meeting in
bridging an opening in Locust
street, between Cave and Donnovan, forming the entrance to
a cavern under Princeton. This
unguarded opening has always
existed, it was stated, constituting a hazard in the middle of
the street. A concrete covering
is being constructed and vehicular bridge will span the opening.
The work is being done by the
street department force.
There was a general discussion
of law enforcement, especially
in reference to better observance
of parking regulations, including double parking and parking
on the wrong side of the street.
"Co-operation of the public is
very helpful in the enforcement
of any law and no officer can
do a good job without it," 9n
official said.
There are 283 dogs listed for
taxation in Princeton. The session was attended by Councilmen
Blackburn, Hammonds,
Lacey and Morgan attending,
Mayor Cash presiding. W. H.
Woodruff, R. C. Stevens and Geo.
A. Davis constituted the Board
of Supervisors and Frank Cash
was assessor. Mrs. Herman Banister was named to compute tax
amounts.
The City's assessed valuation
of winsuirewroperty totaled
709,668.52, an increase of about
$45,000 over the preceding year.
Of the total, $1,653,088.52 represented assessment of white citizens, while $56,580.00 represented
that of Negroes. There are 1460
polls listed, an increase of 10
over the previous year. Of total
polls, 1,206 represented whites,
254, colored.

Young Women Sponsor
Benefit Bridge At Elks'
To obtain funds with which to
equip a dayroom for soldiers at
Camp Campbell, the young women's bridge clubs of Princeton
will give a benefit bridge at the
Elks' clubrooms Friday night,
June 2, starting at 8 o'clock.
Prizes and refreshments will be
provided, Mrs. C. H. Jaggers said
Tuesday.

Vacation Bible School'
Closes At Fredonia

Sportsmen's Meeting To
Be Held At Mayfield

Vacation Bible School was
held at the First Presbyterian
Church at Fredonia last week,
with the Rev. C. W. Dilworth
and the Rev. A. D. Smith, in
charge. The school closed Friday with a picnic at Kuttawa
Springs.

A sportsmen's meeting for
the First district will be held
at Mayfield sometime within 30
days after June 13, to name five
members of clubs in the counties comprising this congressional district from among whom
the Governor will select one to
be a member of the new State
Game and Fish Commission, it
was announced this week. W.
D. Armstrong, president of the
Caldwell county unit, said several members would go from
here.

Princeton retail merchants,
meeting Tuesday afternoon, voted unanimously to ask the City
Council, at its meeting Monday
night, to amend the City ordinance governing sale of merchandise here by temporary vendors, or itinerant merchants,
fixing the license fee for such
business at $300.
The ordinance to be presented
follows the general lines of a
similar law in effect at Owensboro, an offiCer of the Retail
Merchants'
Association
said
Wednesday, and is intended to
afford protection to Princeton
merchants who live here,. pay
taxes here, donate to all civic
and patriotic causes, stand back
of the merchandise they sell and
help make the town a prosperous community, it was stated.
Changes in the ordinance are
not to affect Caldwell county
farmers in the sale of their own,
protiuce in Princeton, sponsors
said, and this provision will be
set out in the draft of the document.
The following Princeton businesses were represented
at
Tuesday's meeting: G. Homer
Brown, Goldnamer's, Federated
Store, J. C. Penny Co., Finkel's
Fair Store, Wood Drug Co., McConnell Electric Co., Koltinsky's,
Peoples Service Store, McCaslin's Shoe Store and Red Front
Stores.
In addition to these concerns,
several others, not represented
at the meeting, approved the
move Wednesday, an officer
said.

Gas Available For
Farm Volunteers
Spare Time Workers
In Canning Plants Also
•
May Get Rations
Business men, housewives and
others who volunteer for sparetime labor on farms and in food
processing plants may rebeive
special gasoline rations to take
them to and from the places
where their labor is needed.
To receive such rations, an
applicant must have a certificate
from the county agriculture
luetsssse doom WSW stil do itia9e
stating that the work is essential and that the applicant and
persons who are to ride with
him are capable of doing the
particular job, as well as specifying mileage required.
The applicant must arrange to
carry at least four persons, including the driver, or as many
as his car will hold if fewer
than four. He must also show
that no other means of transportation is available.

235 Lose Lives On
Memorial Holiday
(By Associated Press)
Deaths from traffic accidents,
drownings
and other violent
causes climbed to 235 Tuesday
night as the four-day Memorial
Day holiday, traditional start of
the summer vacation season, approached its close.
Automobile accidents were the
greatest single cause of death,
taking 78 lives. Drownings mounted to 70 as warm weather lured
thousands to beaches, fishing
grounds and sailing courses.

(By Associated Press)
PARIS, Ky.—Right of Kentucky's absent service men and Oscar Boyd Suffers Badly
women to vote for President, .crushed Hand At Roundhouse
United States senators and repOscar Boyd, Madisonville
resentatives was upheld in cir- street, suffered a severely crushcuit court here and plans were ed hand Wednesday afternoon
made for an early final ruling while working at the Illinois
by the State Court of Appeals.
Central roundhouse here. He was
C. M. Wood Is Reported
Miss Helen Grace Wilson has
The decision, given by Circuit taken to the I. C. Hospital, PaMr. and Mrs. Melvin Fraliek
Judge W. B. Ardery, upheld va- ducah, by Dr. J. M. Moore, returned home from Nashville,
Improved After Attack
lidity of an enabling act passed where it was said amputation Tenn., where she has been un- and Billy and Jerry, spent SunC. M. Wood, who has been ill at the last regular session of tip might be necessary.
der treatment for the last two day in Russellville with her broat his home on Hopkinsville legislature, which would extend
months. She has been at the ther, Bill Hoisapple and Mrs.
Street since last Thursday when the right to cast absentee ballots
Barney' Riley, Evansville, was home of her brother, Alec Wilson Holsapple and son, William Forhe suffered a heart attack, is in races involving federal offices
rest.
and family.
visitor here Tuesday.
reported to .be somewhat im- to al eligible voters unable to a
proved, it was reported Tues- return home to vote.
WHAT WAR BONDS MEAN
day. Hii daughter, Mrs. ThomSweeping aside objections by
as D. Graham, of Dayton, Ohio, Attorney General Eldon S.
was called home on account of Dummit that the state constituhis illness.
tion specifies that votes must
be cast personally and in private.
Circuit Judge W. B. Ardery deCub Pack 239 Presents
clared the federal constitution
Indian Lore Pageant
hopeless attempts at identificaagree with this.
By Robert Bunnelle
prevails in such cases and that
Nobody has to convince me tion.
Associated Press Featlures
Kentucky's 1944 enabling act
Cub Pack No. 239 'presented
And there are more than the
London—War's grand climax is that Germans and Japanese are
series of Indian tableaux and a conforms to it.
=at
••tr.br zdd •••:.Nair. f'
WarttlifiCe- at it;"Irtorithly'meet. -111-11dditton, Ridge A -del/'tit.- Splifosettnrwtth swift certainty: dennecreens
ing, in Butler High gymnasium rooted Gov. „Simeon Willis and Neither Nazi words nor weapons defeated, at no matter what cost channel guns to bring war home.
in blood, sweat, toil and tears There's the interminable daily
Tuesday night, about 26 Cubs finance and treasury officials to can affest it.
'participating and 35 adults transfer from state emergency
And every Londoner who has and money. I've seen too much wafting in unending queues. You
attending. The Cubs were aided funds a sum reasonably sufficient lived next door to death in the of the results of the ruthless queue for everything — to catch
the bus, to buy your weekly
in their pageantry by several to carry out the act—estimated last four and two-thirds years is pursuit of conquest. "
Maybe this is the emotional ap- quarter's worth of none too edismaller boys and girls, In color- by Secretary of State Charles K. thinking gratefully of the time
O'Connell at $50,000 this year.
when he can walk streets boldly, proach. But you are inclined to ble meat, to buy a week's butter
ful costumes.
sleep nights soundly without the become emotional when you've ration which ir lust about enough
haimting, ever-present threat of not only had your own home for one good helping of hotcakes
Penney Manager To Leave
Gene Young Will Be
'
blasted from over your head, but —if there were any hotcakes—
the Luftwaffe over his head.
For Two Weeks' Vacation
This- purely personal reaction have seen your next-door neigh- or to buy grayish unappetizing
Merle Drain, manager of the Counselor At Camp
Gene Young will leave June is just one of the fundamentals bors and their children killed bread.
local J. C. Penny Store, will
And there's the seemingly
in the victory envis- and maimed: when you've seen
leave Sunday for Pena, ni,, 10 for Camp Hi-Lake, near Mc- inherent
torn bodies of old and young eternal necessity for doing withCharter—
Atlantic
the
serve
aged
in
will
Be
Tenn.
Minville,
weeks'
where he will spend a two
freedom from fear—but it is a buried in pathetic rubble of out something you want &tut
vacation with relatives. Mrs. as a counselor for the camp,
sound basis for the conviction brick and plaster: or long lines taking nothing or some most unMiliHeights
Castle
by
sponsored
Lou
daughter,
Drain and little
a
that victory must be &expiate. of bereaved waiting outsiae of satisfactory substitute instead.
is
he
where
Academy,
the
tary
Chicago
Anne, have been in
Anyone who spends his nights morgues and hospitals, or tumb- Then there's the long hours of
until
remaining
student,
former
Thomas
brother,
her
last week, visiting
111,ir.;
(center) of California, end
and
and
days within easy commuting ling pitifully, through piles of work, and fire-watching
expects
to
he
when
17,
luncheon
'August
,r. • • In W, Bricker (left), of Ohio: Earl Warren
conference
They
family.
•
governors'
Kenneth Cook, and
Please turn to
deed in
readily
clothing
taken
from
the
Hitler
will
gtrti of New York exchange greetings before the
distance
ot
Army.
the
into
inducted
be
Paso.
will joht Mr. Drain In
°Y Ps. (AP Wirephoto).

vernors In Presidential Spotlight

Frontline City Dwellers Know Need
Of Complete United Nations Victory

•
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Drive Against Germans In Italy Con tunies
AP Features

State Senator Earle C. Clements, of Morganfield, Democratic leader in the upper
house of the Legislative, called the turn on
Gov. S. S. Willis and, at this writing, appears to hold the whip hand in the prevailing impasse at Frankfort.
The record supports Senator Clements'
charge that Republican votes in the House,
when the regular budget'bill was up for
vote there, defeated that measure. . . which
carried a provision for funds the Governor
had promised the school teachers. Not one
GOP vote was cast for the bill in the louse,
and only one such vote was needed to pass
it. The Republicans in the House voted as
they did because the Governor told them to
do so. He cannot deny this; and has not.
The State Senate is staunchly Democratic
and has given every evidence it will;remain
so. Therefore, the Governor finally learned,
as he should have long ago, (given ordinary
political acumen) that to get anywhere with
his plan to make good on his promise to the
educational folk, he must compromise with
the Senate and permit a budget bill, calculated to take care of other "emergencies"
than the schools, in the special session.
Along with many other citizens who pay
attention to go`vernmental problems in
Kentucky, we were ready, willing, even a
little anxious to believe the best of Governor Willis' protestations concerning government-without-a-political machine. We wanted to see him clean house at Frankfort, effect the 15 to 20 millions in savings he
claimed he could bring about, and take the
State forward along numerous progressive
avenues wide open to him when he assumed
office in December, 1943.
The soft and beneficent glow which seem-

ed to cover the suave and dignified new
Governor when he spoke that piece about
"Men of Good Will" has died; and in its
stead has appeared the samel old sordid
fog which pervaded the State Capitol under
Morrow and Sampson.
The "machine" which put Kentucky on a
pay-as-you-go route has been junked, by the
voters; and, in its stead has appeared
another vehicle built very largely of material native to the heavily Republican Ninth
district .. a strictly partisan political machine, as nobody will deny, that is already
showing signs of embarking upon the well
known "Rule or Ruin" by-way down which
Kentucky has been led astray upon many a
sad occasion.
Senator Clements emerges as a stalwart
of the Democrats at Frankfort and gains
much support of his candidacy for Congress
from the Second district because he stood
up to his principles ... and has apparently
brought the Governor, at least partially, to
his senses.
We hope the special session is productive
of benefit to the schools. We hope it also
takes care of the surplus saved by "Happy"
and Keen, so that the State institutions,
prisons and hospitals, can be improved and
some tuberculosis sanatoria built where
they're needed.
• If it isn't too much, we hope finally that
Governor Willis quits trying to have his
own way about everything at Frankfort,
especially when the other side has the most
votes in the State Senate.
A little give and take at Frankfort will
produce much more of progress and good
will than the course the GOP Chief Executive has tried so futilely to pursue.

A Lesson On Germans
While members of the Kiwanis Club who
heard Colonel Peyton Winloch speak last
week enjoyed immensely his humorous anecdotes covering his Army experiences with
prisoners of war, as a member of the overseas staff of Gen. Augustine McIntyre in
World War I, and as professor on military
science at a large university, they were impressed most by what this seasoned soldier, who was with the US Army of
Occupation in Germany, had to say about
the attitude of Germans he met then and
has met since regarding the destiny of
their nation.
"We must leave no doubt in their minds
this time about who won- the war," Colonel
Winloch said. "They understand only one
thing . .. Force."
Even as they were preparing to sign the
armistice which ended World War I, Germans of every walk of life were freely predicting that in 10 to 20 years they would
begin another conflict which would wipe
France off the map. Hitler is merely a
figurehead, the speaker indicated, the German people themselves being properly to

blame for this war.
The opinion expressed by Colonel Winloch
is shared by millions of men who were a
part of the armed forces 25 years ago, as
well as by three times as many comprising
the present armed forces of this nation.
To make a bugaboo of Hitler is as foolish
as it was to publicize the Kaiser as the
world's greatest monster solely responsible
for the other World War. Both men were
no more than symbols of the aggressor
nation whose people, from infancy, are
taught that war is their chief business and
that imposing their will upon smaller and
more peaceful peoples is their ultimate destiny.
If those who sit at the peace table as representatives of our nation have this
thought uppermost in their minds, we shall
gain a longer respite from war than we did
the last time.
For our part, we hope a few soldiers, men
who have had experience with the Germans
and know their psychological attitude, will
be among those present when the terms of
surrender are laid down.

Your Vote Is Important
A cynical commentator once declared
that American elections were decided by
the voters who stayed at home.
We know that party success in a recent
State recent contest was tossed away by the
neglect of citizens to come to the polls.
When only a quarter of the voters exercise their rights—as was the case in a New
York by-election—it is obvious that the full
will of a majority of our people is not revealed. In the particular instance noted, the
Democratic Party was successful, but by so
small a majority as gave the opposition
opportunity to hail it as evidence of lukewarmness—or even hosility—to the party
in power, when actually it was merely that
thousands of our people in that district, being confident of victory, failed to take the
trouble to vote.
This year we have an election of perhaps
greeter importance than any that has been
held - since the War Between the States.
Everywhere there are apparent evidences
that the minority party is making the most
elaborate and intensive campaign of which
it is capable.
The group eager for a return of the
period of privilege is pouring out money in
unexampled measure; it is perfecting its
organizations, filling its newspapers with
reckless assaults on the Democratic administration, having its orators proclaim the
Wickedness of bureaucrats—whom they fail
to identify, perhaps because so many of the
btiffattictItta are Republicans, aatumink that
by the term they mean the big figures
drafted from the business world to fill the
executive chiefships of the various war production units.
No charge is too monstrous for these

propagandists to formulate. Recently a Republican lady orator informed her audience
gravely that President Roosevelt could have
ended the war in 1943. She gave no details
but the implication was that our dimmander-in-Chief was deliberately prolonging the
horrific struggle to serve politiCal purposes.
The effects of such seditionary statements
are, of course, negligible, but they illustrate
the fervor and intensity of the minority
party effort.
The answer must be demonstration at the
polls. That applies as well to the primaries
as to the main event. No citizen can pretend
a decent interest in the •affairs of this
country, or in winning the war as speedily
as it can be won, who fails to register and
vote.
It is no excuse for a man or woman to
think or feel that the victory is assured and
that therefore an individual vote is unimportant. The peril imposed by even a remote
possibility that the government might be
turned over to an unpracticed, inexperienced group is too vast to justify taking any
chances.
Not only are the immediate reaponsibilities of waging the war involved, but ahead
are the peace arrangements on which may
depend whether we are going to have a
world secure against the onslaught of another Hitter or risk another futile 20 year
truce which will compel the next generation
to fight another liesperate war to inifritalii
civilization.
Napoleon Bonaparte originated the idea
of odd and even house numbers for different sides of the street.
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Continuing their assault upon German divisions attempting to hold the line south of Rome. Allied forces (arrows) entered Carroceto and, according to an Algiers report, captured it, continued the
assault upon Velletri and captured Artena, occu pied Castro di Volsci. Ceprano and Belmonte
Castello and made gains in the Priverno area. (AP Wirephoto).

Wonder why Charley White hasn't
done something about that highway
sign at Princeton's western limit
which says population of our town
is only 4,000.
H. C. "Bill" Oldham, former employe of the K. U. here but now a
at Vancouver,
soldier stationed
Wash., has been corresponding with
Hillery Barnett. Apparently despairing of getting the news he wanted of
the old home town that way, Bill
writes for The Leader to come to
him, with Hillery paying for the
sub. It was OK by Hillery, too.
Protests from citizens living near
the vicinity of a carnival grounds
at Owensboro resulted in an order
from City Commissioners there last
week for a new ordinance to be
drawn providing for a license fee
of $200 a day for carnivals and a
deposit of $50 when license is obtained to insure cleaning up of
carnival grounds after the organization leaves. This would be excellent
ordinance for Princeton to have too.
Sooner or later, but certainly before the next regular session of the
Legislature, Gov. Sim Willis is going to be forced to accede to demand for more tuberculosis hospitals. With several Princetonians in
favored positions at Frankfort and
on excellent terms with the Governor, may be we could get one of
these new State institutions hereabouts.

Fifth War Loan advertising. The
Leader will use only the layouts
provided it by the Treasury Department in helping to promote sales of
War Bonds, as it has in, the past; so
if you sign as sponsor of such an
advertisement, you may rest easy
about politics playing any part in it.
According to David, he didn't
sleep a wink in that Paducah hospital last weekend. He learned one
lesson during the night watches;
he says from an old gentleman who
was his neighbor . . . This was how
to yell like - - -- for what he wanted
and to keep right on doing the same
until he got results. Anyhow, our
recuperating invalid does all right
for himself!
While it is in no wise peculiar to
observe Kentucky Republicans at
odds among themselves about a
good many things at Frankfort (and
elsewhere over the State) now that
they're winners, it is a bit strange
that the Democrats, who should be
loving each other 'exceedingly because misery loves company, having
the same factional difficulties they
suffered from while they were top
dogs.
A returning soldier on leave from
the South Pacific tells this one: A
solicitous visitor asked a Yard Bird:
"I suppose you are willing to die for
your country." "Naw," he grunted,
"but I'm willing to help some Jap
die for his."

One demand of the war winners
this reporter can truthfully say he
is living up to 100 percent is that
appeal to "Wear 'em Out." In
"M aking wErn Do," that's what
happens to apparel, eventually . . .
and in my case, now.
The mosquito that carries malaria is the female of the species.

NEW YORK—Watch your‘
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the greatest wartime
death hazard
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dmotor accident
2,000. Motor deaths have hett
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previouslTh the Sta
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John N. F

THINK ON THIS
John N. Fox
This condensed thinking from calendars of the First Church, Oakland, Calif., may help us each to
analyze our own relationship to the
Church of Jesus Christ.
I helped to kill my Church! I
stayed away! Had I stayed away
from my home, I had killed that;
had I neglected my business as
thoroughly, I had no business. My
lack of interest made other people
uninterested. I helped to kill my
Church; I stayed away.
I helped to kill my Church! I
starved it. I was a poor provider.
Time was when I contributed a little to it; but when I quit attending
I quit paying. I helped to kill my
Church. I starved it.
I helped to kill my Church! I quit
praying for it. By slow degrees
something was dying within me. I
became ecclesiasticide through spiritual suicide. I helped to kill my
Church .I quit praying for it.
I helped my Church to' live! I
was there! My presence helped. I
was one more. When I joined the
Church, I promised to be there. I

didn't join the Church to sLy
from it. I was there!
• I helped my Church! I peje
way. I did not let others pay
—ay any more than I permit
to buy my hat , feed my -or pay my taxes. An amp,i:
tz.•nt sum must be my inves
my Church. I paid my way.
I helped my Church! I prayed
my Church. I want every,
and grace and health aand
for my Church.. "For her my
era ascend." I pray for her a
urally, as normally, as I do fa
other dearest ones. I helped
Church, for I prayed for it
Those who believe in Chnst
the Church as the instrument
His devotion in the world, art
-aid that it will ever be d
but there is danger that too
progress, as the result of lac*.
vent zeal, may cause mar.,
greatest opportunities to pass
and unknown. As the common
pression phrases the kind of
needed—"Get in there, and
ball!"

An anonymous writer in Boston
has sent a New Testament, property
of Pvt. Roy E. Jackson, Caldwell
county, to his wife, Margaret, an
employe of the Wood Drug Store
here. The accompanying letter says
the testament was found by the
writer, who, believing the family
would like it as a souvenir of their
soldier, now fighting in Italy, sent
it here. Margaret is pleased, and
the soldier has another testament.
John Fox said something in,his
editorial page feature last week that
caused some differences of opinion
here. Of course, I am not quite
orthodox enough in my religious
belief to agree with everything the
preacher says. For one thing, I do
not believe we can maintain our
freedom or our kind of civilization
by turning the other cheek to
aggressors like Hitler and Tojo.
But this is a free country, and we
still have freedom of thought and of
speech; therefore, I will defend Jahn
Fox's right to say what he believes
in the column I asked him to write
for The Leader, in his pulpit or
anywhere else.
His nephew, Sgt. Raymond Brown,
a soldier in Italy, has sent G. Homer Brown a calendar manufactured
there. It is made entirely of shiny
metal of a type very scarce here,
and is decidedly ornamental.
Cornea now a lette; from the US
Treasury Departrnent warning us
that politics is getting ho . . . and
to be sure we keep polities out of

Invasion Weapons

The M1 Rifle
Basic weapons of the IT. S. infantryman, regarded as the world's finest .30 caliber rifle
the MI,Parand, a semi-automatic weapon considerably advanced beyond the boltaction rifle used by soldiers in World
War L This is a rifle that recocks
itself after each firing as the soldier
merely squeezes the trigger.
Gas-operated and air-coaled, the
MI loads from an eight-round clip.
Nine and one-half pounds in weight,
borne by a leather sling which also
Is used to
.steady the rifle in firing,
the weapon is well-balanced. It's a
shade under five feet long with
bayonet attached. It has proven its
combat efficiency under all types

FIVE BOTTLES
(COUNT 'EM)
At least five bottles are needed to supply your home with ONE bottle of
milk daily.
•
1. The bottle delivered this morning.
2. The empty bottle you returned today (we hope.)
3. Another back at the plant.
4. The bottle partially filled with milk in your refrigerator.
5. Another of the same, or the bottle on your kitchen shelf waiting to
be set out.
When you get a quart of milk from your dairy they have invested nearly
one-half dollar in bottles so that your twelve cents worth of milk can
reach you every morning in a sterilized and sealed container.
TODAY THESE BOTTLES CANNOT BE REPLACED EASILY!1'0
KEEP THEM CIRCLATING THEY MUST BE RETURNED!
NOBODY CAN DO THIS BUT YOU!
If there are any empties at your house set them out or return
them to your milkman ... TODAY!

Pasteurized Milk Means Safe Always
THIS ADVERTISMENT SPONSORED BY

B. T. Duo, Prop.

Phone 161
Public Welfare

Murray Summer Term
Will Start June 12

THE GARDEN

Murray, May 30.—Registration
By John S. Gardner, Kentucky
for the first term of the summer
College of Agriculture and
quarter at Murray State ColHome Economics
lege will be held Monday, June
Every year come reports of 5, it has •been annuonced by
cucumber plants wilting
and President James H. Richmond.
begins 'IsuesrlaY and
dying, always with clouds of Class works
black-and-yellow beetles flying Wednesday is the last day to
about. While they are responsi- register for full load. The first
ble, it was in their larval stage term closes Wednesday, July 12.
that they did the damage, the The second term opens Thursday,
chewing off of the sideroots. July 13, and closes Saturday,
Sometimes it was as much as a August 19.
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comparison of the productthese few farms which we
of as models of efficiency
the output of the average
sufficient
of the county, is
of the above statement.
is a program, which, if
through over a period
by all farmers of the
might snake possible
of the gross output and
of the Average farm, and
same time show a good
on the practices suggested:
Conservation of soil by erocontrol and humus mainpractices.
•• of every acre of soil
farm and the maintainof adequate lime supplies
uent reliming every
sounds of the rotation.
Intelligent use of barnyard
Regular and systematic use
hate, potash and other
'cal fertilizers on all
and crops wherever profit
be derived from its applicaProviding of good pasture
ut the spring, summer
fall months.
Growing of those crops
will produce the largest
in crop feed units from
kivated fields.
Intelligent feeding of the
grown on our farms.
good management, a prom which all of the above
are put into action and
out over a period of
will obtain results surto all of us, and will go
way toward accomplishpercent efficient pros
-In-One Dance
fBy Associated Press)
ER, COLO.—A
warshortage of
musicians
embarrasment when three
were scheduled at the
time at Colorado UniverRadio and electrical engistudents transmitted mutelephone and couples at
different campus formals
to the same tunes.

Dear Mr. Editor:
•
/11 an article in a recent issue
of your valuable paper, under
the caption, "Think On This," by
one of Our esteemed local
pastors, there is a mild criticism
of the action of the Methodist
Church at its recent General
Conference session at Kansas
City in adopting the minority
report of the Committee on the
State of the Church, Report No.
8, the so called "Resolution on
War." The majority report of the
Committee as suggested in
"Think On This" was supported
by Dr. Ernest F. Tittle, eminent
Methodist minister, q2 Evanston,
Ill. The minority report was
supported by eminent Methodist
ministers also, notably Lynn
Harold - Hough, Dean of Drew
Theological Seminary, Madison,
N. J., Nolan B. Harmon In Book
Editor, Methodist Church, New
York City, formerly of Roanoke,
BOY GETS DAD'S POSTHUMOUS
Patrick S. Mahoney, Jr., accompanied byMEDAL—Three-year-old
Va. The final vote on the kubhis
mother,
receives
a
Mariners Medal awarded posthumously to his father,
Capt. Pat- stitution (the vote being by
rick S. Mahoney, at National Maritime Day
ceremonies in New orders) was: lay--203 for, 131
York honoring merchant seamen who have lost
lives in the against; clerical --170 for, 169
war. Presentation is made by Admiral A. F.their
Fairchild, USN against.
(Retired). (AP Wirephoto).
The minority report, adopted
by the above vote, reads as
follows: "There ,is no better way
of entering upon the discussion
News representlisg lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those of the'relationship of the Christwho made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county al- ian to war than by raising such
most 40 years ago and recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files quespons as those propounded in
of Twice-A-Week Leader of those years will be published as a
regular Leader feature. The articles are reproduced just as the the Episcopal Address. We must
Princeton reporters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote ask the detailed questions which
the Bishops there stated. Each
them.
one of these questions, pursued
Princeton, Ky. Jan. 30, 1917. Hugh Hunter, Boyce Cunning- to its ultimate meaning, brings
Mr. and Mrs. M. R. Kevil enter- ham, Broadus Cunnigham, Jam- us at last stark against the
question: Must the Christian
tained Friday evening in honor es Dollar, William Pickering,
Church condemn all use of
of Mr. and Mrs. Webb Powell, of Evans Groom, J. D. Wylie, Car- military force?
Springdale, Arkansas. Among men Cartw'right, Armour Bla"As members of a Church
those present were: Mesdames lock, Chas. Eaker, E. C. Barnes, with world-wide relationships,
Webb Powell, Shelley Eldred, T. B. Troutman, Arch Householder, we must remember that our
H. King, John Grayot, W. B. Thomas Holeman and Henry deepest responsibility is to speak
Terry, Sallie Powell Catlett, Curry. ,
the truth. We must be willing to
• • •
Misses Helen Headley, Elsie
face the stern judgment of God
Young, Zouline Boynton, Annie 'Princeton, Ky. March 2, 1917. upon evils in our own national
Meade Mayes, and Fannie Darius Dyer returned yesterday--life. By the same token we unMachen, Messrs. Webb Powell, morning from a trip to Louis- equivocally regarding the attack
Frank Howard, Shelley Eldred, ville and Cincinnati, having upon civilization which has been
R. B. Ratliff, A. G. Adams, visited his daughter in the latmost popular young men. We
ter city.
and T. H. King.
• • •
joined his many friends in wishReplier Rink Society
Princeton, Ky. March 30, 1917. ing him great success.
• • •
\IPrinceton, Ky., Feb. 23, 1917. Mr. and Mrs .race Cantrell and
Back Home
On Thursday evening at 7:30 little son, Billie, of Uniontown,
o'clock a club of Princeton's returned home Wednesday morn- -1 Princeton, Ky. May 11, 1917.
young men entertained a num- ing-after a visit of several days Estella, Littleton, Leonard and
Frances Groom, who have been
ber of young ladies at the "roll- to relatives in the city.
• • •
teaching and attending school in
er rink", the ,hall of pleasure.
All had a pleasant evening. Princeton, Ky., April 6, 1917. Florida, are at home for the
Aose present were: Misses Eva Mrs. Frank Cash and G. W. Tow- summer with their parents, Mr.
Eaker, Charline Eldred, Hattie ery, delegates from the Central and Mrs. J. B. Groom. All save
Lamb, Louise Davis, Anna Belle Presbyterian Church, are attend- Miss Frances Groom, the youngDavis, Lucille Bohannon, Eliza- ing the Princeton Presbytery in est, have been teaching while
she has been attending school.
beth Hollingsworth, Katherine Mayfield.
• • •
Miss Frances brought home a
Pickering, Eliza Dot Richey,
giant • cocoanu t, which has
Gone To Montana
Eliza Dudley, Carolyn Burkes,
Princeton, Ky. May 1, 1917. attracted a great deal of interViva Hobgood, Willeta Claycombe, Rose Mary Kaufman, Evans Groom left yesturday est, when shown by her father
Pauline Watkins, Mcsdames J. B. morning for Havre, Montana, on our streets.
Greer, C. Parrish, George Phil- where he. has accepted an office
In limited space, garden exlips, Messrs. Leo Walker, Sam position of the Northwestern
Booth, Ed Lucas, Clyde Jones, Railroad. He is the only son of perts advise pruning tomato
Thomas Amos, Claude Koltinsky, Mr. and Mrs. M. J. Groom, and plants to a single stem and tyEdwin Koltinsky, George Adams, is one of Princeton's best and ing it to a stake.

month before the damage became apparent.
When he first seedlings begin
breaking through, this insect,
the striped cucumber beetle, goes
down the soil cracks and there
lays its eggs. From these, hatch
cream-colored "warms" that begin feeding, sometimes totally
consuming everything, sometimes
only crippling the seedlings that
manage to drag out a week exTHIS JAP OFFERS NO RESISTANCE—The body of a Japanese istence, but sooner or later sucsoldier lies on the beach near Aitape, New Guinea, as invading cumb.
Allies unload materiel from the hold of an LST. (Al' Wirephoto).
As the damage starts early, so
made by the forces of aggression. attitude on war, is thoroughly must the control. This is dusting
"In this country we are send- Christian and in keeping with with a mixture of calcium arsenate, 1 part, and gypsum, 15. Aling over a million young men practical Christianity.
from Methodist homes to
A Methodist. though not readily obtainable as
"gypsum," a •suitable form of it
participate in the conflict. God,
can be got free from dealers in
Himself, has a stake in the Didn't Take P. 0. Test
as "fiberstruggle and He will uphold Mr. Gracean M. Pedley, Editor building materials
plaster." Lime should not be
them as they fight forces The Princeton Leader,
used, as its effect may be as sedestructive of the moral life of Princeton, Ky.
rious as that of the beetle. Fiman. In Christ's name we ask Dear Sir:
for the blessings of God upon
The Princeton Leader under ber-plaster comes in 50-pound
the men in the armed forces date of Thursday, May 25, 1944, sacks, but many dealers break
and we pray for victory. We re- stated that among those who them. Sixteen pounds of the dust
pudiate the theory that a state, competed in the examination is enough for treating 3,000 hills
even through imperfect in itself, for Postmaster at Princeton, Ky., of cucumbers, squash and watermust not fight against intoler- and failed to qualif y, was melons, one time.
This dust is too heavy to go
able wrongs.
William E. Jones.
"While we respect the
This is to advise that I did through any but a powerful dusindividual conscience of those not compete in this exami- ter; anyhow, sifting it through
who believe that they cannot nation and therefore did not fail a sack of open mesh material is
better, "a blob" of dust dropped
condone the use of force, and to qualify.
I would appreciate it very on the middle of the hill.
staunchly will defend them on
Dusting should start when the
this issue, we cannot accept much if you will have this stateseedlings
begin to "hump" the
their position as the defining ment corrected.
soil, and at least 4 more should
Sincerely yours,
position of the Christian Church.
follow, 3 days apart, or after a
William E. Jones
We are well within the Christian
rain, immediately again. The obosition when we assert the
ject is to have the dust fall
necessity of the use of military British Women
fall about the seedlings' roots, to
forces to resist an aggression
poison the "worms." But, some
which would overthrow every Go After Rats
(By Associated Press)
right which is held sacred by
LONDON—One of the most
civilized men.
" We must face the fact that unusual jobs for women in the
the victory itself will be judged British Land Army is that of
by the use we make of it. Our rate operator to exterminate
treatment of men and women in pests as a health measure.
Girl teams cycle out to farms
enemy countries in the post-war
world must be in harmony with that request government aid in
those principles for which we de-ratting. Their technique infight. We must assert for every cludes poisoning, trapping and
person in the world, of whatever using gas.
race, color, or nation, those very
rights which we prize for our- Lost And Found
(By Associated Press)
selves. In the hour of victory
our Christian loyaltties will meet _ MARYVILLE, MO.—A farmer,
who lost his pocket knife while
their supreme test."
As an humble member of the sacking potatoes, last year,bought
Methodist Church for nearly some certified seed potatoes and
half a century, I think the above found his knife in one of the
statement, which was adopted bags, wifich- he himself had
as the Methodist Church's sealed.

must escape, to become 'adult
beetles that gnaw here and there
on the runners and sometimes
girdle the main stem, killing the
plant. To prevent all damage
everywhere on the plant is not
'practicable, but to guard against
the main stem girdling, dusting
at the hill's Cgrater should be
continued 5 tunes more, every
3 days, or 10 times more or even
15. Thus, up to 60 days' protection is given. This is in effect
the Method the professionals use,
because of its low cost and the
simple apparatus required.

Please
Remember
TO BRING A

WIRE
HANGER
with your garments left
for cleaning.
In this manner, you will get
a WIRE HANGER back with
your garments, and protect
your cleaning from wrinkling.

Pepsi-Cola Company, Long Island City, N. Y.
Franchised Bottler: Pepsi Cola Hopkinsville Bottling Company

240 PAIRS
LADIES' RATION FREE SLIPPERS

Values to $3.50
Closing-Out

49

• Welcome Gipmour
• Banish Fatigue

NON RATION TAN OXFORDS
SIZE 3 TO 8

Your leisure moments to the utmost. . enatnelit
"ma warmth of one of there robes! Fluffy chenille
bated to form a graceful, flattering demigutilich.
M. 20.
boudoir
•

Colorfast Rayon Spuns, Crepes
Form-flattering suit-dresses, slim.
lined cost and shirtwaist styles,
handsomely detailed with dainty
'embroidery, coloeul buttons and
cool, feminine necklines. In frosty
pastels and heavenly prints. 12-20.,

PAIR

Thursday, June I,

Page Six
Hogs Still Hard To Sell
At Satisfactory Prices

Price Control Is
Doing Good Job
For Public, Claim

Fat cattle and .cows were
steady with last week's sales on
the Princeton livestock market
Monday, Dugan Ordway, manager, reported. Total was 1,181
head. Medium butcher cattle topped at $13; baby beeves at $15;
No. 1 vents at $18 and hogs at
$12.50. Hogs were reported still
hard to_ _ sell at satisfactory
prices.

Comparison With
Other War Period
Shows Costs Of
Necessities Held Down
----BRITISH PLANE LAUNCHES ROCKETS—A British Beaufighter of the RAF Coastal Command
discharges two of the eight rocket projectiles it carries. RAF'S use of rockets against enemy shipping was announced last Saturday. This is an official British photo. (AP Wirephoto by radio
from London).

Clues Tease Gypsy Rose Lee

At The Churches

Agent"

FINE SHOES FOR MEN

CAM

Everybody reads The Leader!

A study of price comparisons
in World War I and World War
II brings out some interesting
facts, L. A. Cassidy, Louisville
OPA district information executive, said this week.
During the peak inflation period of World War I, which came
several months after hostilities
ended, a pair of overalls cost
$2.63; today a similar pair sells
for $1.92. Men's work shoes cost
almost $5 and today the same
type is selling for -about $3.86.
A gallon of kerosene cost a
fraction over 25 cents and to- SHADOW OF DESTRUCTION—This huge shadow was made by
by bombs
/
2 the ject black smoke rising from a fuel fire started
day the national average is 131
during the recent large scale carrier-based bomber raid on Jaycents.
Wirephoto
Indies.
(AP
Netherlands
held Sourabaya Java, in the
Despite of the fact that both From
U. S. Navy).
shoes and kerosene are scarce
rationing,
enough to require
Improvements On Mental
'Willis For President'
they are selling below 'World
Hospitals Progressing
Formed
Committee
Is
prices.
War I
Metal, another commodity so
(By Associated Press)
On Schedule, Report
scarce that it must be allocated
NEW YORK, Robert Engler
The repair and rebuirding pro
by WPB, has been held in line
the National gram at State- hospitals is pro
on price. Of special interest vice chairman of
Young
Committee
of
the
Hairs
greasing according to schedule
to the farmer is the fact that a
York, Joshua B. Everett, commissioner
two-horse plow is no higher now Republican Club of New
war. as announced formation of a Department of Welfare, said thi
than during the other
'
Pitch forks and many other im- 'Willis of Kentucky for Presi- week. At Western State Hosp.
plements sell for much less than ent Committee," organized by tal, Hopkinsville, the tuberculo
lub members to promote Gov. sis wards have been complete
during World War I.
Because of the large animal imeon Willis as a candidate and patients moved in. Abou
population and a number of for the Republican presidential 50 percent of the work on th
administration building is don
other factors, there is a scarci- ornination.
ty of feed. This situation would Engler, former resident of.Hen- and work is progressing rapidly
normally send prices skyward, erson, Ky., is a member of the on wings No. 4.
The water plant is practically
on onunittee. Other members are
but OPA ceilings placed
practically all feeds today, prices ames C. Wilson, formerly of completed and the sewage discompare favorably with those ichmond, Ky.„. and Harry E. posal plant will be in operatic,
within 30 days, Everett said.
paid by farmers in 1920. For in- Benedict, of New York.
stance, bran, which cost over
In 1939 Vermont dentists would
There are more than 200,00
$2.77 at the World War I price
peak, can be purchased today for "attend ladies at their homes" notion picture theaters in th
United States.
less than $2.50 per 100 pounds. if requested.
Cotton seed m.gal reached at
least $3.79 in World War I
period but is selling for a few
Our Giant Cooling Plant Now
cents over $3.00 today. All these
comparisons are made on nationIn Full Operation To Assure You
al averages from purchases made
by farmers and reported to
Cool Comfort!
the Bureau of Agricultural Economics.
During this period of holding
the line on prices, farm income
in 1943 reached the all-time
high of $12,775,000,000, while the
previous peak was $8,799,000,000'
in 1919.
Price control is doing a job
under tremendous pressure, Cassidy said.

white-haired old lady crying in CHRISTIAN CHURCH
By Robbin Coons
HOLLYWOOD—Life is going the shuttered parlor—it raises Chas. P. Brooks, Minister
Bible School 9:45.
to be a lot brighter in these the value of the pieces—so I
guess I'll have to go back and
Morning Worship, 11:00.
pin-ts now that Gypsy Rose Lee
get me a white wig," she said.
Young People's meeting 6:00.
is back. I say that with authoristaying,
and
is
Gypsy
Rose
So
worship, 7:30.
ty after barging into a literary so far the Hays office hasn't 'Evening
Mid-week Prayer Service, 7:00;
tete-a-tete between Miss Lee a fuss as it did the last time
and Robert W. Service on a she was here, making her use Choir Rehearsal, 7:45.
movie set. Neither of them had her real name of Louise Hohad any real business there. vick to dissociate her from bur- OGDEN MEMORIAL
MgTHODIST CHURCH
Miss Lee is starring as "Belle lesque fame.
E. S. DENTON, Pastor.
of the Yukon" but today she
Gypsy Rose will be quite an
9:45 A. M.—Sunday School.
was just visiting.
addition. She's fresh, friendly,
Harry Long, Supt.
"That's the way it is," she bright, and has her feet on the
11:00 A. M. Morning Worship.
said. "I get a day off so I come ground. And the only thing she
6:30 P. M.—Youth Fellowship
back to watch them make pict- is dropping now, in case you
Boys' Sunday School Class
ures."
wonder, is those intractable
wifl have the program.
Mr. Service, who lives within clues.
7:30 P. M. —Evening service.
walking distance of the studio,
was visiting too. That "Yukon"
CUMBERLAND
in the title got him. He couldn't
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
not the fellow who
wrote The Sitootin-Lof-Den McA. D. Smith, Pastor
Grew" and those other semiSunday School 9:45
classics of the north. Mr. SerMorning worship 11:00 .
By John Selby
vice is ,a mild, 'white-haired
Evening worship 7:30.
Upton Sinclair is ready with
chap who doesn't look as if he
Prayer Meeting
Wednesday
wouldn't shoot anything, but then another Lanny Budd book, the evening 7:45.
continuing
he didn't shoot McGrew, just fifth of the long and
All members of the church are
wrote about the shootin'.
line. "Presidential Agent" runs urged to attend the services.
"How abont your writing?" I to 655 pages, which is a treasked the author of "G-String mendous amount of reading for CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
Murder Case," Mother Finds a one novel, granting that "PresiCHURCH
assorted autobio- dential Agent" is a novel. The
Body," and
Pastor—John N. Fox.
graphiial sketches.
Sunday School Supt.—Leonard
book is obviously over-long; Mr.
Gypsy Rose said it wasn't do- Sinclair has always belonged in
Groom.
ing so well. 'If's hard to write the "in-love-wiht-his-own-voice"
Friday,—June 2..
out here," she said. "You're ei- department. Yet it makes a
8:00 P. M.—Evitom Club meets
ther making a picture, or sit- deep impression, and there is a in the home of Mrs. John N.
ting around as I'm doing now, or large group of readers who think Fox. Mrs. J. J. Rosenthal, guest
having wardrobe fittings, with that extraordinary size in a book, leader.
no business, and the pieces you like extrardinary size in a buildSunday—June 4.
are doing just lie there."
ing or corporation, must make
9:45 A. M.—Church School:
"I've done some detective the edifice important.
10:45 A. M.—Morning Fellowbooks," ventured Service, rathIn this case they are probably ship Message: "Living Where
er shyly, and Gypsy Rose said right, though Mr. Sinclair has You Are". The session meets afshe hadn't known that. What, yielded to a device that I think ter this service.
she asked, did he do about the is in bacLtaste. He has deliber6:30 P. M.—Tuxis and Pioner
problem of clues?
Presid e n t groups meet in the Annex.
ately
Mroduced
"I've tried lying on the floor, Roosevelt into his narrative as
7:30 P. M. Evening Hour of
pretending I was the corpse, and a character, and a most impor- Worship.
Meditation: "Buying These Names Are
reconstructing the crime from tant one. He includes a large Kingdom Bonds."
The Cats'
there," he said. "Of course if number of scenes with the PresiMonday--June 5.
London (JP)—"Libby," mascot
your family walks in they might dent, put words in his mouth.
10:00 A. M. Ladies Aid So- at a U. S. Navilhase in Britain,
think you're crazy."
gave birth to six kittens which
and interprets without authority ciety meets in the Annex.
Gypsy Rose agreed it was a (beyond the record available to
got tender care in everything
Wednesday—June 7.
novel approach, but still clues all of us) the workings of the
but names. The mother cat is
7:30 P. M.—Prayer Service.
named after the Liberators flown
drove her batty. "I sprinkle presidential mind. I don't think
8:30 P. M.—Choir Rehearsal.
from the base but her offspring
them around in the early chap- this device particularly dangerSunday, June 11, 1944.
were christened "Tailspin,""Zomters and then go nuts trying to ous in this book, but it might
10:45 A. M.—Children's Day in bie," "Subconscious," "Seabee
tie them all together at the end. be very dangerous in such times
the Church.
Biscuit," "Low And Slow," and
Usually I say to hell with 'em as these, even when the author
"Boy-would-I-like-to-be-home-inand let it go at that. But I expressly disclaims any authoriHollywood motion picture stu- the-States." The latter is called
know that's not good."
"Boy" for short.
ty for his action and insists that dios employ 30,000 people.
Gypsy Rose has just signed a the project was never discussed
The Caspian Sea, covering
five-year contract ("five years with the President nor with Mrs. 169,000 square miles, is the
The Kremlin in Moscow covers
is a lifetime to me," she said) Roosevelt.
world's largest inland sea.
about 63 acres.
with International, and is buylllllIIlllll11111111lllll10111611111111111111111111.1111011111llllllllll11111411111111,111lllllllllllllllll101911111.1111111/1111111lllll1%1101011111MIPIMIIIMM.
By chance Lanny Budd meets ;,1111111111111111111111
E.
ing a house here to celebrate.
the President and agrees to use
She's moving her furniture out, his innumerable contacts
abroad
is planning to auction the fur- in the country's
interest. Lanny
nishings of her country home. has been a Pink, but
ostensibly
"At every - auction there's a
has renounced that color, and is
using his wealthy friends as clients in his business of buying
and selling paintings, and also as
sources of information and money to be given the anti-facist
underground. His new wife is an
underground worker, and early
in the book she is captured by
the Nazi agents in Paris. Lanpy
works for her release, works to
get information to send the
President, meets and knows all
the important people in Europe,
goes incredible places for incredible reasons.
Mr. Sinclair certainly does not
believe what he writes is remotely possible. He is trying to
ake the histotif of the late prewar period palatable, and he

News At Work
Camden, N. J. (41_4111,
ere at their machines
and
throughout the country n
kept posted on
invatior according to plans ar
RCA Victor.
a
Bulletinrsi4
flashed to the
workers
jobs over plant broadcagl
tons. About 4,500 factoyit;
ploying many millions of
era, are in this
industf
work, it is estimated. -
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M-G-M Featurette
"MY TOMATO"
I A Crop of Laughs!
LATEST WORLD NEWS

Hilarious
Romantic
Comedy of
Over crowded
Washington!

LOVE
OR LUNACY?
It's the wad
cry of a "girl-crazy" cowboy ...
but one clear-eyed daughter of
the west ropes and ties him!

.7i1ie‘ev ROONE

TOMMY
DORSEY
and Orchestra
.4.
24' Arias.

R,,gs RAGLAND
N.,ncy WALKER
Guy KIBBEE

Plus These Short Units!
MOVIETONE NEWS
UNUSUAL OCCUPATIONS
Added Enjoyment!
HARRY LANGDON in

"Here Comes Mr. Zerk"
PICTORIAL NOVELTY

COMING! JUNE 8-9

Wallpaper
OVER 500

PLUSI .. . NORTHWOODS THRILLS!

DIFFERENT PATTERNS
IN STOCK
IN FINER SHOES

per roll
We are alwayl glad to show you our complete
selection of beautiful papers. You can find
what you want at . . .

Iiimistalcable refinement in conservative
styles requires leathers of character
and masterful shoemaking. Gentlemen
feel at ease in these finer shoot
of distinguished year-round
• and year-on-year styling.

We now have a large stock of men's good
shoes made by ...
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Dorothy Ann Davis
Harmonicas Blow
Minutes of the last meeting
were, read and approved. ConAcross The Sea
Chicago (W)—Three thousand
tributions for. a dayroom at
Miss Doris Tabor Fredonia,
Eddy Creek Homemakers Camp Campbell were discussed is under treatment.
harmonicas are tin their way to
Eddy Creek Homemakers met and, it was decided that as the
Mrs. Lyon, of Marion, has been America's overseas fighting
with Mrs. Chas, Lester Thurs- churches were taking contribu- dismissed after treatment for a forces. The harmonicas, along
with a lot of nose flutes, ocarinas
day afternoon. The cnairman, tions, the club waS reached in fractured ankle.
Mrs. Gid Shelby \Pool, South and similar instruments were doMrs. S. J. Satterfield, presided. *this way. Plans for attending the
a nated by the American public as ,
Eight members answered roll district meeting at Madisonville Jeffers3n Street, underwent
and is im- the result of a request made by
call. The home agent gave a re- next month were also discussed. tonsilectomy Tuesday
Larry Adler, the harmonica vir.
The major project, job manage- proving
port of the advisory council
The condition of Mrs. Laban tuoso, over a radio broadcast
ScrugMiss
by
meeting and outlined the pro- ment, was given
from Chicago. Adler got the
Kevil is unchanged.
gram for next year. The club ham, as was also a lesson on sunRalph Patton, Kuttawa, Route idea from a daily batch of letto contribute to a day stroke and heat exhaustion.
voted
1, underwent an operation Mon- ters from soldiers asking for his
Songs, poems and games were day for acute appendicitis, and worn-out instruments.
room for soldiers at Camp CampA high school harmonica orenjoyed under the leadership of is improving.
bell.
Mrs. George Herndon, Dawson chestra in Easton, Pa., disbanded
Miss Scrugham talked on home Mrs. Dilworth: Delicious refreshwill be dismissed Satur- and donated its instruments. Anmanagement, the major project, ments were served by the hos- Road,
other came from a man past 70,
day.
to
and the minor lesson on first tess and the club adjourned
T. who said false teeth ended his
R.
Mrs.
n
of
conditio
The
aid, Refreshments were served to meet with Mrs. T. L. Grubbs in Mayes, Fredonia, is unchanged. hobby.
the following: Mesdames J. C. June.
Present were: Mesdames RuGresham, S. J. Satterfield, GlyAbout two million people in
During World War I, combat
con Gresham, D. W. Satterfield, ble Akridge, L. T. Wadlington, planes were used to transport the United States have malaria
livery year.
Wylie Brown, W. H. Tandy, L. C. Foley, J. E. Hillyard, C. A. wounded personnel.
Chas. Lester, Martin Oliver and Wilson, Ruben Ray, Byrd Guess,
Misses Nancy Scrugham, Sidney Arline Vinson, Dilworth, WigWood Satterfield, Lillian Nell gins, and Misses Imogene Wigginton and Nancy Scrugham.
and Betty Joe Lester.

Hospital News

Homemakers

Personals

niarriage of Miss Roberta
Mrs. Nancy Dee Elayer and
of Mrs. Laura
, daughter
Lester,
ckreencastle, Indiana and little daughter, Marion
of St. Louis, Mo., are visiting
of
son
Lester,
Bryan
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. D.
Byran Lester, Lester and family, East Market
rid Mrs. J.
te, Indiana, Street.
lace at 'Lafayet
• • •
p. m.
turday, May 20, at 3
Mrs. Lonnie Cartwright spent
University Chapel, just off
University several days in Paducah last
opus of Purdue
Reverend Fin d 1 ep week.
• a, •
gig. The vows were said
Miss Edythe Moorci, of Osceopalms and
of
altar
an
la, Iowa, is the guest of her siscandleabra and in the
ter, Mrs. J. T. Rosenthal and Dr.
te
immedia
their
a of
Rosenthal.
friends.
• •.
es and
jersey
white
bride wore
Mesdames Lizzie Pippin and
shoulder corsage of roses John Anderson, of Belleville,
ardenias. Her sister, Miss Ill., were guests of Mr. and
her only Mrs. Saul Pogrotsky several days
tie Perkins was
cavanah, last week.
ant. Mr. Laverne
• •.
bridecago, friend of the
C. P. Kennedy,
Mrs.
and
Mr.
days,
from high school
of Marietta, Georgia, will retura
as best man.
- home Friday, after a visit with
young couple left immedi her sister, Mrs. Richard Ratliff
several
for
Chicago
for
Mr. Ratliff, Eddyville Road.
at and
er which they will be
Mr. and Mrs. Ratliff will accom,
Indiana
e,
Lafayett
pany them home, after which
in
m is they will go to New York for a
Friendship Homemakers Cobb Homemakers
the bridgegroo
of
ent
met in"
visit.
Cobb Homemakers
The Friendship Homemakers'
red in the departm
•
•
•
Purdue.
Club met Thursday afternoon the home of Mrs. J. M. Taylor
cal engineering at
stuMiss Mary Nell Farmer,
session,
with Mrs. Sheltie Hunsaker, to in Tuesday afternon
dent at Blue Mountain
eleven members and one
with
manhome
and
aid
first
study
n-Sinipkins
Miss.,
College, Blue Mountain,
agement. Mrs. Wilburn Crowe, visitor present. The group chairGeneva Brown, Crayne, the last year, has returned home
,
Frances
s,
club chairman, had charge of man, Mrs. H. M. Dunn, had
Simpkin
vacation
y
to spend the summer
tir'r. WE GO—Here Cpl. Sara M. Tiedermann of Oakland. Calif..
lesson
ied in Fredonia Satur- with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. prepares to embark on a routine flight at an Army Air Base. In the meeting and Mrs. Harold charge of the meeting. A
C.
and one
Euen Farmer, Franklin Street.
t in- the home of Rev.
as plane dispatchers, weather experts and Smith conducted the social pro- in home management
serving
to
addition
• • •
th, who performed the
in first aid were studied. Club
ground technicians, some especially qualified Wacs even check gram.
Mrs. Lucy Keatts and grand- plane equipment in flight, thus qualifying for extra flight pay.
members voted to send a donarefreshfly.
r
served
Hunsake
Mrs.
Simpkins is the daughter daughter, Lucy Ann Young, of (Released by U. S. War Department Bureau of Public Relations). ments to the following members tion to help furnish a day rem
Brown,
Cadiz, visited friends and relaand Mrs. E. M.
Mr. and Mrs. Edd Parish, of and visitors: Mesdames T. J. at Camp Campbell and to hold
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Brown,
ed
yne, and was graduat
tives here last week.
here Horrisburg, Ill., recently visited McCargo, Floyd Hunter, Wil- the June meeting with Mrs.
Tuesday
this
•
spent
S
,
•
school
of
Paducah
high
Marion
her sister, Mrs. Pevr1 Hunsaker, burn Crowe, Deamon Morris, Jack P'Pool.
Mr. and Mrs. Norwood Cum-, with relatives.
were
who has been seriously ill at the Willie Wyatt, Herman Oliver,
Mrs. Taylor's guests
• • •
Simpkins is the son of minis, of Evansville, were the
r, Mrs. W. Ragon Cummins, Leon Cummins, Mesdames V. T. White, H. P.
daughte
her
,
of
home
Frances
of
s
has
here.
s
Simpkin
Joiner
relative
Virginia
of
Miss
L.
recent guests
Seminary Charles Skees, Harold Smith, White, Ernest Lacy, John Dunn,
• graduated from Frances
Mrs. Clara W. Herron, of turned from Blue Mountain Col- L. Granstaff, South
April.
and
street. Her son, Hugh Hunsaker, Charles Brockmeyer, Jr., Charles Earl Wood, Ray Adams, D. D.
Mr.
in
visiting
chool
Glasgow, is
ppi,
Mississi
n,
Mountai
lege, Blue
and family, of Camp Campbell, Lewis, Misses Mary Florence Ol- Rogers, H. M. Dunn, Misses DorMrs. Scott Herron, of tne Betha.
have also been at her bedside. iver, Liloh Hunsaker, Sandra othy Jo Ridley and Nancy Scrugny community and other rela- for the summer vacation
Sevison Completes
• •.
ne in the World," he says Brockmeyer and Nancy Scrug- ham.
tives and friends here.
submari
• • •
Mr. John Couch has returned emphatically.
d Year At Vanderbilt
ham, Messrs. Charles Smith
• • •
Martha Sevison will re- Mrs. George Smiley, Jr., and from'Paducah,,Where he was a
Joe Morria, William Her-, Fresh apple sauce is good over
Skees,
of
Dee,
next
of
Pamela
r,
first
daughte
little
ome the
Miss Mary Ann Walker, Wash- man Blackburn, Leo Cummins, freshly baked molasses cake or
at the 1: C. Hospital.
patient
ty,
George
Universi
Mrs.
visting
lt
Vanderbi
Salem, are
om
• • •
ington, D. C., is visiting her
gingerbread.
Leo Walk- and Gerald Cummins,
le, Tenn., where she has Smiley and June Smiley, HopTry adding a few drops of
Albert Pitzer, of Padu- parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs.
For
study.
years'
y
Street.
kinsville
North Seminar
i:Ld two
lightly scented cologne to your
with er and family,
•
•
•
here
has
Tuesday
spent
Sevison
cah,
Miss
. year,
Street.
Fredonia Homemakers
second rinse water for the hair.
• • •
Harold Leroy Wind, son of Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Gaddie,
at the Delta Delta Delta
Homemakers met
Fredonia
You can use leftover mashed
the Mrs. Lola Wind, has gone to Washington street.
return
will
House. She is
n
.Miss Sarah Goodwi
with Mrs. Arlie Vinson, with 11 potatoes mixed with cooked fish,
•
his
•
•
with
Henry
Mrs.
vacation
spend
a
to
and
for
d
St. Louis
r of Mt.
home this week-en
members and a visitor present. leftover meat or vegetables.
Eddyville Road.
paternal grandparents and his
T. B. McConnell, of Louisville, the summer vacation with her
Hugh
Mrs.
and
this
Mr.
father.
parents.
spent several days here
• • •
Goodwin, Hopkinsville street, afweek.
en Tea
Mrs.
and
s
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Cummin
•
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Busch
Miss
ter attending the University of
Mary Magurean was Lillie Belle Childress were visyear.
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Mitchell
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itors in Hopkinsville Saturday.
Mrs,
and
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parents,
her
iting
until
4
from
May 23,
Miss Jayne Walker, employe
Mrs. Gid Shelby Pool returnHopkinsville
ock, for graduates of the ed last week from Gunter Field, R. .S. .Gregory,
at Camp Campbell, spent last
spent
Alster
Captain
Class.
Street.
c
Home Economi
Mr.
Montgomery, Alabama. where
en- week-end with her parents,
!ed guests were Elizabeth Lieut. Pool is stationed in the several days 'here last week,
and Mrs. Leo Walker and family.
La.,
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Claibou
BarCamp
,
to
Coleman
route
ey, Betty
Army Air Corps. •
where he was transferred from
• •
ell Cummins, Nona Oiler,
ElizaVa.
Pruett,
Katherine
J. E. Neel, of Morgan- Ft. Belvoir, • • •
Mrs.
Sholar, Mable Thompson, field, spent Monday with .friends
Margaret
Mrs. William H. Solley arrived
erite Wylie,
here.
• • •
• ,
Katherine Gresham,
Tuesday morning for a visit with
Dollie M. CatHerron, Wanda Jones and
Miss Rehezah Henderson re- her mother, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. William Farmer
s. She will
Nell Satterfield.
turned to her home in Gleason, lett and other relative
exer- Lane, Princeton, Route 1, on the
Tenn., .Nlor.eay for the summer attend the Commencement
a daughter, Betty Lue,
cises at W. S. T. C., Bowling birth of
vacation.
Attend Dance
• •.
, after April 30.
morning
Friday
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a
• • •
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g GS0 girls attendi
rtati rickering has re- which she will return to her Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Lamb,
at Camp Campbell at
ty,
Dt.dte Universi
home in Montgomery, Alabama.
Club No. 2 Wednesday turned
, Route 3, on
after attending She received her A. B. degree Dawson Springs
May 24, were Jo Hudson, Durham, N. C.,
the birth of a daughter, May 21.
last year.
the
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in
school
there
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months,
ville, spent several days last Watson, North Jefferson Stret,
Jane Prowell, Madge last several
His family .who
week with her parents, Mr. and on the birth of a son, William
Mary Magurean, Alice home Sunday.
return
there, will
Mrs. Lonnie Cartwright, Hop- Maurice Watson, Jr., May 25.
Imogene Stevens, Eliza- have also been
• • •
, and Rebekah Hender- home next week.
kinsville Street.
• • •
• • •
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l
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account
week-end on
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Friday night.
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ness of her father,
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and
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Misses
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McGehee, of
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2016—Summer slim—summer cool—and flower fresh
... this Enka Rayon sheer
pastel flower print. Bubble
shirring trims the yoke ...
and a big self-fabric flower
adds shoulder interest. Melody Yellow, Ice Pink or Baby
2 to 221
/
2.
/
Blue, sizes 161
510.98
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Look crisp, cool and feel daisy-fresh In these
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when covering up's in order—or use them
as sunback dresses for beach and garden.
Sizes'for misses and women.
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11114—Exquisitely detaded
dark Enka Rayon sheer...
't cool. captivating noon to
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dyed-to-match lace trim the
bodice. Black or Navy, sizes'
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To Dedicate Health
Center June 8

Two Bugs Found
Killing Bluegrass

(Mrs. W. H. Cartwright)
Mr. and Mrs. Huel Teasley,
Jeanett, of
Dedication of the new City- little
daughter,
Two bugs which reduced seed
County Health Center at Hop- Smith Grove, were here last
production for three successive
kinsville will take place June 8, week visiting their parents, Mr.
years have been discovered in
Dr. P. E. Blackerby, State Health and Mrs. Norman Teasley, Mr.
an investigation which the KenCommissioner, has announced,
tucky Agricultural Experiment
and Mrs. Richard Pickering.
with Gov. Simeon Willis delivStation is making of enemies of
LeRoy Traylor, of Detroit,
address.
dedicatory
the
ering
bluegrass crop.
the famous
This Health Center was made Mich., visited his parents, Mr.
These bugs suck the sap from
possible through a grant by the and Mrs. Hobart Traylor last
the developing seed and leave it
federal government and will week.
light and chaffy.
provide for the city and ChrisThe bugs begin hatching in
Mrs. Leonard Keizer, of Detian county model facilities for
April and are full-grown in Way,
arrived here Saturday for
troit,
diseases,
proventable
diagnosis
of
when they start to work on
conduct of clinics, and quarters a visit with her parents, Mr.
bluegrass seed. By the latter part
ILI- professional, technical and and Mrs. R. P. Andrews.
of June they disappear, having
clerical personnel.
played havoc with the crop.
Mr. and Mrs. Norwood CumCamp Campbell is located,
Heavily matted grass that has
mins, of Evansville and Miss Birch
partly in Christian county and
not been grazed the previous
there is a large "federal air field, Cummins of Princeton, were
season appears to be the ideal
making the county one of the visitors. at Ragon Cummins Sunbreeding, grounds for the bugs.
In fact, heavy grazing and close RESCUE YANK FLIERS DOWNED AT TRUK—Nine of the 22 U. S. fliers rescued from the sea most important training end day afternoon of last week.
during the strike at the Jap base of Truk. April 29-30 were picked up by this Navy observation
Mr. and Mrs. Herbel Rodgers
mobilization
centers of 'the
clipping in one year appar- plane which taxied
to the U. S. Submarine Tang. (AP Wirephoto from U. S. Navy).
United States Army. The center and family were guests of David
ently reduces the number of
bugs the follairing year, invesis manned by two medical offi- Mitchell and family Sunday.
Gaydon Mitchell visited his
cers of the U. S. Public Health
igators have found.
Noting that Kentucky blueService, with a staff of nurses, grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Fegrass seed production was wansanitarians and technicians, and lix Mitchell, a few days last
ing, the Experiment Station beis carrying out a well rounded week.
Miss Ella Meadows, of PrinceFRANKFORT,
May
gan investigation as far, back as
31.— program of public health, for
ton, visited her mother, Mrs.
1930. Last year two men were
By Edward S. Kitch
cost of more than $1,500,000 Thousands of impatient anglers the protection of both the miliAda Meadows last Sunday.
sent to study seed production in
(AP FEATURES)
each The project will be re- are anxiously waiting for June tary and civilian population.
• Mr. and Mrs. Washie Sherrill and
Missouri, Nebraska, and Iowa.
This
the
CenHealth
fifth
is
ST. LOUIS—Should the dream sumed as soon as necessary 1, when fishing will again be
One of the two bugs known to
ter to be established in strategic Mrs. Taylor, of Fredonia, were
opened in all public water of
be injuring bluegrass in Ken- of Walter J. Knight, a St.Louis materials become available.
war areas in Kentucky, the oth- guests of Hobert Traylor and
boat designer,
tucky.was found in those states, engineer and
The tourist ships will be 284 Kentucky after a month's closed er four at Newport, Campbell family Sunday.
but the bug doing the most come true, the tired business- feet _long and 56 wide powered season in which time fish were County; Louisville,
Jefferson Mrs. R. P. Andrews and daughter
damage here was not found.
man of the future may board a by diesel or steam-turbine elec- given an opportunity to spawn county; 'Henderson, Henderson Mrs. Leonard Keizer, of Detroit,
and Mrs. Mollie Nixon, were visRealizing that control meas- sumptuous magic carpet, cruise tric engines, constructed comwithout being disturbed by the county, and Elizabethtown, Hariting in Hopkinsville Monday.
ures, such as spraying, would for seven days without touching pletely of steel, and decorated
din county.
angler's
tempting baits.
Several from, this community
be difficult and expensive, the land and still have all the com- in soft pastel shades. They will
Water in every section of the Homemakers' Clubs
Experiment Station •investiga- forts of home at his command. have swimming pools, gymnasiattended the carnival Saturday
and Saturday night.
tors are endeavoring to develop
Knight designed h special ums, ship-to-shore communica- State, are reported cleear but due Have Dental Clinic
to serious lack of rainfall durstrains of pregrass superior in streamlined river steamer that tion service,
Miss Uton Hensley, of Evansair-conditioning
Members of Homemakers'
yield and resistant to attacks of would make even Mark Twain and full view windows, so pass- ing the past month, streams are clubs in
McCracken county ville, is visiting her sister, Mrs.
diseases and insects. About 200 gasp at how the Mississippi Riv- engers can observe river scen- becoming low.
sponsored a county-wide dental Wallace Oden.
Every person, who anticipates
strains have been selected for er had gone modern. The tour- ery as they glide along quietly
Quite a number of pupils of
clinic in which 923 corrections
further development. Also 20 ist steamers, patterned after at 15 miles per hour. A huge trying his or her luck at fish- were made.
The treatments were this school attended the 8th
plots on the Experiment Station ocean liners, will ply the in- ball-room will be provided. Each ing June 1 or thereafter is urged conservatively
valued at $1,889. Grade Graduation exercises at
farm at Lexington are being used land waterways of the nation ship will accommodate about to procure his or her fishing li- A
total of 216 persons were Princeton, Saturday. Several recense in order to be on the
for clipping, burning and pastur- providing pleasure cruises for 380 passengers.
ceived eighth grade diplomas.
treated.
ing tests as methods of control. millions.
The operating syndicate has right side of the law. Licenses
Plans had been developed be- proposed that ships operate may be obtained at the clerk's
RATIONING AT
More than 100 tons of ammo- fore Pearl Harbor by the Miss- from St. Louis, Minneapolis, office in the county seat of ev- Graves Farmers To
A
GLANCE
nium nitrate were used ern grass issippi Motor Ships Syndicate to Pittsburgh, and
New Orleans. ery county seat of every county Wrap More Tomatoes
and grain crops in Oldham coun- construct at least four excur- 'Walter J. Knight
Processed Foods
and
at
larger
hardware
dealers.
Members
of
a
cooperative
thinks this
ty.
Blue stamps A8 through Q8 in
sion and two tourist ships at a project will bring about p re- Dock owners at Harrington association in Graves county
turned interest to the inland Lake sell both resident and non- have signed up more than 500 Book 4 valid indefinitely for 10
acres of tomatoes for green-wrap points each. R8, S8, T8, U8, V8
rivers and give Americans a resident fishing licenses.
The Division of Game and production. This is four times as become valid June 1.
new form of relaxation.
Meats, Cheese, Butter, Etc.
Fish urges all fishermen to ob- many as were grown last year,
Red stamps A8 through T8 in
serve the size limit on game the first season for the associafish and also the bag limits.
tion. Five hundred thousand Book 4 valid for 10 points each
plants were received April 28. indefinitely. U8, V8, and W8 will
Only about half as many
Farmers were slow in signing become valid June 4.
Prizes For 4-H
Sugar
chicks are being bought in
up to grow tomatoes for canning,
Soil
Conservers
Sugar stamps 30 and 31 in
Owsley county as were purchasdue to the difference in prices
Kentucky 4-H Club members of green
ed a year ago.
wrap and canning Book 4 valid for 5 pounds each
indefinitely. Sugar stamp 40
Members of homemakers' can win liberal prizes and pre- tomatoes last year.
valid for 5 pounds canning
clubs in Garrard county have re- form a patriotic service by takINVEST THE DIFFERENCE IN WAR STAMPS
sugar through February 1945.
conditioned 46 sewing machines. ing part in a 4-H soil conservatAmmonium
Nitrate
ion
contest, it is announced by
Application may be made to
Grass land treated with
local board for additional canammonium nitrate in Taylor the Kentucky College of Agricul- Improves Barley
.Save the difference on high-grade gasoline and oils at
Mistaking the distance a ning sugar. (Attach Spare stamp
county is said to be producing ture and Home Economics.
Cornick Service Station and invest the. difference in War
Gold-plated metals will go to cyclone seeder would spread 37 to application.)
twice as much grazing.
Savings Stamps and Bonds. You will be doing a patriotic
The Nelson county goal of county winners, and the six ammonium nitrate, Ike Martin
Shoes
duty and at the same time save for the future for yourself
1,000 4-H club members has hightest-ranking members in the of Hickman county left untreatAi-plane stamps I and 2 in
been exceeded by about 200 boys state will get $50 war bond each. ed strips in a field, thereby mak- Book 3 valid indefinitely for one
and family.
Other awards include trips to the ing possible a comparison be- pair each.
and girls.
Elaine Gardner, Fayette National 4-H Club Congress in tween treated and untreated
Price Information
county 4-H club girl, placed Chicago and $200 college scolar- land. Where the nitrate was
Information concerning ceiling
CORNICK'S
ships.
applied the barley is dark-green, prices may be obtained
fifth in a national clothing confrom
The contest will be based on with an abundance of foliage. On .the
White Gas_.
.........
test of almost 2,000 entries. .
Price Clerk ot, your local
Noah Campbell of Letcher the following three activities: untreated strips, the barley is War Price and Rationing Board.
Ethyl
.....
county, sold 2,000 cabbage plants Making maps of the farm as it smaller, has less foliage, and is
11,000 tomato plants and 3,000 is now and as it should be, and a yellow-like color. Farm Agent
Kerosene. ... _
NOTICE—If you are
9c
sweet potato slips from a flu- then applying the needed soil Warren Thompson says that
Suffering
conservation practices.
Good Bulk Oil 50c per gallon
many other farmers have had
heated hotbed.
with Arthritis or Rheumatic
L
similar results. Sixty tons of
About 80 pe4ent of the corn
Pains
Abaca fiber, used in Manila ammonium nitrate were puracreage in Henry county will be
SOMETHING CAN BE DONE
rope,
is
not
grown
commercially
chased
by farmers in Hickman
planted to hybrid varieties.
Write for FREE information to
We have a new Acetylene welding outfit and
The demand for chicks in Met- in the Unitde States and before county, the largest part of it beHINSON'S INSTITUTE
the
war
most
of it came from ing used ,on row crops and
calfe county is about a third less
will be glad to do your fender and body weld208 N. 10th SL Richmond, Ind.
the Philippines.
orchards.
than last year.

Floa' ting Dream
For The Mississippi

Save At

Cornicles

ing.

ZORNICK OIL CO.
R. B. WILLIAMS, Mgr.
405 Hopkinsville Street
Princeton, Ky.

Worry Of

Combines Used To
Save Grass Seed

TEE,

be

FALSE

Using combines to harvest
orchard grass seed is suggested''
by the Kentucky College oI Agriculture and Home Economies.
Where combines are properly
handled, yields of 100 to 200
pounds of seed to the acre have
been reported. While many men
would prefer to cut orchard
grass seed with a binder and
thresh it with a grain separator,
the use of combines would help
to save more seed. The college
Is urging farmers to harvest
orchard grass seed wherever
practical. The supply of seed is
limited and the price considered
good. Combine harvester operators usually work on the 50-50
basis.

Don't8ble
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inbgar°t
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false teeth slipping, dr.
•
ing:
nvhen
youyr
laugh. Just sprinkle
TEETH
pleasant powder gives
a
able sense of added
cut,'
,
security by holding
firmly. No gummy, ",„,,7
taste or feeling. it.,
(non-acid).' Get gAsT}.
any drug store.
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INSURANCE OF
Sulfa Powder
A sulfa drug preparation tee
animal uounds. Promotes prompt
healing. Convenient shak•r can.5% ounees—SI 00. For sale by—

Walker's Drug &
Jewelry

COr
t

nse

ed.

TOMATO STICKS

rth
If you need tomato sticks for your Vi
garden, telephone 260.

inistr

1 xl in. 6 ft. long @ 6c each
1 xl in. 8 ft. long @ 8c each
All orders for tomato. sticks delivered
following day.

Princeton Lumber Co
Phone 260

Suggestions from

•

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS

ROLL IT ON WITH A
40/0ROLLER-KOATER
This clever, new 890
painting tool costs
only

THANK YOU!

ILLINOIS

CFNTRAIL

Cilf4TiF PA

re ar
squar
of t
en Pa
at the
rease.

lx1 in. 4 ft. long @ 4c each

wallpapers, painted walls and ceilings, wallboard, has&
ment walls ... Dries in one hour ... Has no "palmy*
odor ... Washes easily.

These women understand how important
their men's jobs are. When Dad opens the
throttle of his locomotive, Mom realises
that the loaded cars behind it may be carrying supplies to lvr Dave and Ed overseas.
She looks_ at the .two service stars in her
window-ifid Mows no war work comes
ahead of moving that freight.

tire,
Ne
eat 1
ins 11
r II,
t tr

• With the money you save using Kern -Tone you can
buy more War Bonds and Stamps! This Miracle Wall
Finish costs so little to use ... One coat CONCrS most

The County Registration Books are NOW OPEN.
If you have never
registered, please go to the County Court Clerk's Office
in the Court
House and register. If you HAVE MOVED from the precinct
in which you
did reside, please go to the County Court Clerk's Office
and be transferred
to the precinct in which you now reside. You MUST DO
THIS ON OR BEFORE JUNE 6, 1944, to be able to vote in the August Primary,
Please
don't delay; time is short. June 8 is the last date for registration.

but
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Ray Beck of Campbell county
installed drinking fountains in
his dairy barn, using water
from a flond.
More than 5,000 pounds of
bluestone and lime were used in
sprinkling tobacco plant beds in
Boyle county.
Balbo rye reduced dairy cattle feed purchases by more than
$400, on the farm of Frank
Foor in Daviess county.

And it is our women, in their kitchens, in
their Victory Gardens or beside the living
room lamp with their mending, who feed
the home fires of the Illinois Central family
spirit ... the American spirit of teamwork
our fighting men expect to come back to.
With the help of our women folk, one of
these days the war will be won. Until then,
our main concern is victory. After that, all
we have learned during the war years will
be turned to account in improving Illinois
Central service. We want to keep on earning your good will.

tre.
!Ph
In

KINDS

Ky. Farm News

'UOUNGOT&Ril learn last- Already, Jim .has
discoverid something about the railroad
well known to his Dad and 42,000 other
Illinois Central railroaders: It's the wives
and mothers who keep their men fit to
tackle the toughest jobs.
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YOURS TO BORROW—FREI'
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS

PAINT AND COL011
STYLI OUIDE
Sea scores of houses, living tnntnl,be41
'
rooms, bathrooms, kitchens, playnvunsall in beautiful color photostaPhl•

SHFRWIN WILLIAMS

PAINT5
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bean Hay Yield Fredonia Valley News
ilizer Boosts

(Gladys Ruth Moore)
Miss Martha Nell Moore visitRev. A. D. Small filled his ed relatives in Sturgis last week.
warned by the appointment at the. Cumberland
Sgt. R. K. Moore is visiting his
era are
Expigi.. Presbyterian Church here
Sun- parents Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
ky Agricultural
drill spy- day.
*sore. He has been in the U. S.
Station not to
Mrs. Minnie Johnson, Princetogether. It
fertilizer
Armed forces since June 9, 1941,
and
be ton, and Mrs. Addle Tosh of has 'oeen stationed In Hawaii
ested that soybeans
which already Chicago, Ill. were guests-o# Mrs. since Oct. 9, 1941. This is his first
ed on land
Raymond Moore Friday.
furlough since entering the serfertilized. If such land
Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell Lowery vice. His relatives and friends
needed,
if
lime,
available,
and family of Evansville were are happy to welcome him home
t
if
Week-end guests of Mrs. F. G. again.
help the beans, even
Lbwery.
ed now.
Mr. _and Mrs. Waite: Green
fields
Rev. A. D. Smith was a Sun- and family have moved to the
four experimental
Station
nt
Experime
the
day
guest of Mr. and Mrs. home formerly occupied by Mrs.
soybeans T. A.dinner
Bugg.
• KentuckF,
Melva Tabor.
corn,
of
rotation
in a
an
and clover, produced
acre
e of 2,230 pounds an
treated land.
rphosPhate applied reon corn or
ly in the rotation
insoybeans,
on
not
but
t,
hay
soybean
of
yield
the
ununds to the acre on
land, and 1,714 pounds
•cd land. Potash fertilizer
idition to phosphate and
of
gave a further increase
:00 pounds. Stable manure
p residues were returned
e corn; otherwise a greater
to potash might have

Mrs. Eli Harwood and children Is %/siting her parents; Mr. and
are visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. John Blackburn of the
FlatRock community.
Mrs. T. L. Grubbs.

Mrs. Roy Rucker, Detroit,
Mr. and Mrs. Mack Spickard, Mich. is visiting her parents,
visiting
of Princeton, were
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Brown and
friends and relatives in Fredonia
Essie Rucker.
Miss Mary Ellen Boaz, EvansSunday.
Mrs. H. E. Tosh left Wednes- ville was a week-end guest of
day for Detroit where she will her parents, Mr. and Mrs. D. 0.
visit her daughter, Mrs. Floyd Boaz.
Davis and family.
Carroll county farmers have
Mrs. Keith Perkins visited her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. John purchased twice as much fertilizer this spring5 as was used
Blackburn Sunday.
Miss Inez Tosh of Chicago, Ill. last year, according to local
was a Monday dinner guest of dealers.
Union county homemaker's
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Moore
clubs held canning clinics at
and 'family.
piss Nell Blackburn, of Detroit their May meetings.

Boy of Seven
Is Big-Time Farmer
(By Associated Press)
ONEIDA, N. Y.—Seven-yearold Keith Johnson learned to
drive a tractor and horses last
fall at harvest time. Recently,
unaided, he dragged a 32-acre
field and fitted it for planting.
Paid for work on the family's
256-acre farm, Keith turns his
income into war stamps and
bonds.
Fifty-six women in Ballard
county have registered as helping out in the labor shortage by
being members • of the Women's
Land Army.

Bonds On The Water

Press)
OTrAWA, Kas.-11. D. Smith
left a trunk containing 1,500 in
war bonds in his office. A flood
floated the trunk away. Later it
was found in East Ottawa and
although it was broken and
some of the contents were missing the bonds were intact.
(By Associated

Student Listening Post
LOS ANGELES—Montebel lo
high school students, who assembled a short wave set, use
their classroom as a listening
post for Tokyo broadcasts. Messages from war prisonersare
mailed to relatives.

Card Of Thanks
We wish to thank our friends
and neighbors for the kindness

and sympathy shown during the
Illness and death of our beloved
son and brother. Herbert 0.
Gray. We are sincerely grateful
for the kindness and consideration shown by everyone; the
words of comfort spoken by the
Rev. E. S. Denton; the choir
members and flower girls; the
courtesy extended by the funeral home andl those who came
and offered words of kindness.
And, too, we appreciate the
beautiful floral offerings.
MRS. CORA GRAY,

TED GRAY,

r Union, a seven-story
ore, was the highest buildNew York City in 1859.
est industries yield North
na 110 million dollars an11,000,000 buds of dead
at tree trunks arestanding
th Carolina's forests.
e are about six animals to
square mile in the national
of the United States.
n pan frying, reduce the
at the first sign of amok-

inistratrix Notice
persons having claims
t the estate of W. W.
deceased, will present
properly proved, on or beJuly 1, and all persons
ng themselves indebted to
id estate will please come
rd and settle.
MRS. W. W. WHITIS,
Administratrix
ne 1-3t

METES FOOT GERM
How To Kill It
must reach the germ. Get
orth TE-OL solution at any
store. A powerful fungicide
with 90% alcohol, it PeneReaches more germs fasteel it take hold on itchy,
or smelly feet. Locally at
—adv

Be a Sweet Sue
in Our

SLACK
SUIT

YOU'VE LENT YOUR MONEY...
WILL YOU GIVE YOUR BLOOD?
of blood to save the
• Can you rest content if you fail to give one pint
way of life?
your
preserve
to
fighting
hero,
wounded
a
of
life
own son, brother or
Could you sleep easy if one American boy, yourwould bring him back
sweetheart perhaps, should lack the plasma that
home cured of his wounds?
provided money and Red
Would your conscience be clear if, havingseas, you placed his life in
the
across
man
fighting
your
for
aid
Cross
now?
jeopardy by refusing to give one pint of blood

foundOn the eve of the Invasion which will rock civilization to itsworld, a
ations . .. the most momentuous event in all the history of the
our men
great Blood Bank is needed to insure the lives of thousands of
Victory.
for
all
their
give
they
as
wounded
be
to
certain
who are
fine
You have a right to be proud of Princeton and Caldwell county's in
record in buying War Bonds, in oversubscribing the Red Cross quota,
you
ping everything asked to aid war and to speed victory. . . But have
done your full share, until you have given a pint of blood?

VOLUNTEER NOW.

delegation Friday, June 16.
ton
nce
Pri
the
h
wit
son
der
Hen
Go to

will give blood to speed victory...that you will
you
say
and
,
NOW
511
or
404
Telephone No.
furnish your ear for the trip. Do it Now!

are flattering top, with
ly waistline and colaccented pocket strategy
ver faultlessly fitting,
fastened slacks.

Also the Butcher Boy
e . . . just as popu-in rayon, spun, gabme.
sizes—all popular shades
acks in all colors and
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The RE
This Advertisement Is Made Possiblely:—

Service Insurance Agency
Melvin Fralick, Mgr.
Market St. Red Front Store
Dr. W. L. Cash, Mayor

Kentucky Rendering Works
Cornick Oil Co.
The Lillie F. Murphy Store
iula and Eliza Nall

Bedford McChesney
Princeton Steam Laundry
C. A. Woodall Ins. Agency
Capitol Theater

Bodenhamer's
Claude P'Pool
John Ed Young,Agt.
Federated Stores

Thursday, June
The Princeton Leader, Princeton, Kentucky
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Deaths-Funerals

Caldwell Farmers
Warned To Watch
For Army Worms
Pvt. Sam Koltinsky, Jr., has
been transferred from Waycross, Ga., no Tyndall Field,
Florida.
• • •
Corporal Rufus Boaz is on a
convalescent furlough, visiting
. relatives here, after spending
two months at Borden General
Hospital, Chickasha, Oklahoma.
He will return to duty at Amorilla Army Air Field, Amorilla,
Texas, where he has been stationed.
• • •
Corporal George French, Army
Medical Corps, returned to Camp
Gordon, Ga., Sunday after a
fifteen-day furlough here with
his mother, Mrs. Ethel French
and family, Highland Avenue. ,
• • •
S-Sgt. J. P. Morgan, stationed
In Waco, Texas, is on furlough,
visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Morgan, South Harrison
Street.
• • •
Bill Kircheval, USN, is on furlough, visiting his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. H. C. Kircheval, S.
Jefferson Street.
• • •
Clyde Fletcher, USN, is on
furlough, visiting friends and
relatives here. He is a gunner
and has been serving on Guadalcanal.
• • •
John "Pooch" Perry, USN, is
on furlough, visiting his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Perry,
Princeton, Route 1.
• • •
Pvt. Kermit Lowery is visiting
his grandmother, Mrs. F. G.
Lowery and other relatives in
Fredonia. Pvt. Lowery has been
awarded the Purple Heart after
having been wounded on Anzio.
• .• •
Sgt. R. K. Moore is visiting
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Moore, in Fredonia. He has
been in the Army since June 9,
1941, and has been stationed in
Hawaii since October, 1941. This
is his first furlough home since
his induction.
• • •
Pvt. William E. McCaslin, Ft.
Leonard Wood, Mo., spent last
week-end with his family here.
• • •
A-C Donald Granstaff, Wabash
College, Crai'vfordsville, Ind.,
spent last week-end with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. L.
Gran'staff.
• • •
Robert M. Catlett, USN, has
been transferred from Great
Lakes, Ill., to Shumaker, California.
• • •
Reginald Catlett, who spent
the last month with his mother,
Mrs. Dollie M. Catlett and other
relatives, left Wednesday for
Newport, Rhode Island, where
he was recently transferred.
• • •
Sergeant Louard Egbert US
Army, who has been in England
several months, has received a
medical discharge and returned
home Wednesday. His wife is
the former Jean_B1yj

Herbert 0. Gray
Herbert 0. Gray, 30, died at
an
his home here May 26, after
illness extending over several
years. Funeral services were held
Saturday, with burial in Cedar
Hill cemetery, the Rev. E. S.
Denton officiating.
Mr. Gray is survived by his
mother; Mrs. Spurlie gray, and
•
a brother, Ted.
Pallbearers were Lev. Goodaker, Leslie Goodaker, Owensboro; Gorman Mitchell, Joe
Jons, Sam Parrent, Detroit;
4
and Roy Gilkey.
RowPhyllis
were
girls
Flower
land, Nakomis Sharp, Christine
Martin, Edith Gore and Dorothy
Griffith.

Dust Furrow And Poison
Bait Will Stop
Marching

Hordes,

King Cole in English
is said to have
rell/Aed
third century.

Protect Fields
Army worms in large numbers are appearing in some sections of the State, especially in
Todd an,. Warren counties, according to statement of the College of Agriculture, and Caldwell
county farmers are advised by
County Agent J. F. Graham to be
on the lookout and ready to
combat this pest, should it apS. J. Lester
pear here. Dr. W. A. Price, of
Funeral services for Sidney
department,
entomology
the
Johnson Lester, who died at his
damage and control..
home here Saturday, May 27,
gives information relative to
at 6 PM., were held at Brown's
"A recent survey of small
Funeral Home Sunday afternoon,
grain shows the presence of a
Way 28, at four o'clock, with
number of army worms. These,
ate Rev. H. G. M. Hatler, ascause
will
probability,
all
in
L. ALEX BLANFOID
SEEKING HIGHER LAND—This sow sent her piggies ahead as some damage to crops within
by Rev. C. P. Brooks.
sisted
to
araa
e
.
backwaters of the Des Moines river forced the pig family
was due to heart trouble.
Death
weeks.
four
or
three
the
next
Ia.,
swim for higher ground on a farm south of Des Moines,
Whey. In •alanotag all
Mr. Lester is survived by his
23)
new
(May
are
The
worms
Jutland coodurrahon and
um..
where flood waters continued to rise. (AP Wirephoto).
widow, Mrs. Mary Emma Lesabout 1/2 to •Ilinches in length
ter; a son, Henry C. Lester; two
and may be found feeding no
c)
certain
be
You CO
daughters, Mrs. Herschel Creekthe lower leaves at the base of
TOP
ASHORE AT WAKDE—Infantrymen wade
sad
WALK
TROOPS
PRICES
of
all
Sholar,
Guy
TOP
Mrs.
mer and
wheat, rye and barley plants.
a beached LCI during the invasion of Wakde Island, Princeton.
wiwn you skip to to
tion in June with assurancu of a "They will continue to feed here ashore from
Naval
By Jack Stinnett
Dutch New Guinea. In the distance is one of the U. S.
landing.
the
Honorary pallbearers were Guy
'CALVES, CATTLE, SFEB
WASHINGTON—The favorite big hand in picking the candi- for some time, finally moving craft which bombarded Jap installations prior to
HOGS,
Scholar, Hershel Creekmur, Verup the plant stripping the (AP Wirephoto from Signal Corps.)
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What's Under Willkis's Hat?

BLANFORD
BROTHERS

Frontier City

ANOTHER DEFENSE MAN
PRAISES RETONGA

Dr. J. Ti Rosenth
Optometrist

Now located in
our new building
104 East Court Square

Office Hours:

9 to 12 A. M. 1 to 5 P.M.

Phone 392 for appointment

CLASS,IFIED ADS

HOLSUM CITRUS MARMALADI

Dr. Hallie C. Watt

23(
23(
in

Mark Cunningham
111 W. Market Street
Princeton, Ky.

Wanted
Your dead stock is needed for grease to
make explosives.
We render grease to help defeat the Axis.
We remove promptly and free of charge.
Do your part by calling.

fr

Kentucky Rendering Works
PRINCETON, KY.
Phone 423 or 240-R Collect
. COLLECTORS OF WASTE GREASE

WANTED
Experienced Watchmaker
Excellent opportunity for a permanent position with one of
Louisville's leading jewelers. Excellent salary. Give experience
and refaliences in letter. Address
reply to M. R. Kopmeyer Co.,
Realty Bldg., Louisville, 2, Ky.
FOR SALE: Old
Leader Office.

GABARDINES

in Sun-Tan.
DRILL

in Sun-Tan, Blue, Green
and Gray.

Mason
JAR RINGS doz. 4c, 3 dozen 10
(

KITCHEN KLENZER

1-piece Maso7

/Dainty

JAR CAPS

doz. 11
(

2

pkgs.

15

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

newspapers

Old fashioned red Wineeap

Heavy, large size

APPLES

Watch Your
Kidneys/
Help Them Cleense the Blood
of Harmful Body Waste
Your kidney@ are constantly filtering
waste matter from the blood stream. But
kidneys sometimes lag in their work--do
not art as Nature intended—fill to remove impurities that, if retained, may
poison the system and upset the whole
body machinery.
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PANCAKE FLOUR

can

lb. Mt

Large 360 size
LEMONS

'doz.

35(

GRAPEFRUIT, 54's

each

81_

Fancy Mississippi
lb.

Grielv and Green
NEW CABBAGE

lb. 41

Florida—full of juice
ORANGES, lg. 176 size,

STRAW HATS
$1.25 to $2.50

doz. 39(

Fresh Meat, Fresh Vegetables, Fresh Fruits, etc. More for your Money all ti
time.
•

RED FRONT

=r

DOAN'S PILLS

IC

POLE BEANS

Wood and MoElfatrick

CASH ek CARRY STORES

